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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
INSTRUMENT CORRECTION AND DYNAMIC SITE PROFILE VALIDATION 
AT THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES SEISMIC OBSERVATORY,  
NEW MADRID SEISMIC ZONE 
The Central United States Seismic Observatory (CUSSO), is a fifteen-element 
array of three-component accelerometers and seismometers in the New Madrid seismic 
zone, within the upper Mississippi embayment.  Its location within the thick (up to 1 km) 
sequences of unlithified sediment comprising the embayment, make CUSSO a unique array 
in its ability to directly measure seismic wave propagation, including ground motion site 
effect; however, before the observational data can be used for analysis, the orientation and 
instrument response of the CUSSO array must be defined.  This study used cross-
correlation and direct comparisons to filter out the instrument response and determine the 
instrument orientation, making CUSSO data ready for analysis, and making CUSSO a 
viable calibration site for other free-field sensors in the area.  The corrected waveforms 
from five far-field earthquakes with magnitudes ranging between 2.5 and 4.7, which were 
recorded at CUSSO, were used to validate the site’s proposed dynamic soil model.  The 
corrected bedrock motions were also numerically propagated through the CUSSO soil 
profile (transfer function) and compared, in terms of both peak acceleration and amplitude 
spectra, to the recorded surface observations. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The New Madrid seismic zone, NMSZ, is the most seismically active region in the 
central and eastern United States (Figure 1.1), with one of the largest seismic hazards in 
the country (Figure 1.2) (Peterson et al., 2008).  Located within the upper Mississippi 
embayment, surface structures in the NMSZ are underlain by up to one kilometer of 
unlithified sediments.  Local geology can be a dominant factor in earthquake ground-
motion, affecting the amplitude, frequency content, and duration (Liu and Heaton, 1984; 
Celebi, 1987; Housner, 1990; Hanson et al, 1980, Kramer, 1996).  Therefore, the thick 
unlithified sediments in the New Madrid seismic zone are expected to have a significant 
influence on the earthquake ground-motions; however, it is difficult to observe these effects 
in the Mississippi embayment due to the depth of the bedrock-soil horizon.  These 
conditions make the Central United States Seismic Observatory (CUSSO), a vertical 
seismic array, a unique seismological tool, providing a method with which to analyze the 
deep soil and surface ground motion response in the embayment.   
CUSSO is a twenty-one component vertical seismic array with sensors from the 
bedrock to the surface, lying within 586 meters of unlithified sediment above a limestone 
bedrock.  While soil profiles have been created for the area surrounding CUSSO, they each 
differ from each other due to varying source data, and therefore suggest the need for an 
accurate soil profile to be created, combining different modes of calculation as well as 
source data, to produce a valid site soil profile for the CUSSO area.  Each of the seven 
sensors and the datalogger at CUSSO have individual properties, such as sensor gain and 
damping, which effect the signal being recorded. These effects hinder further analysis 
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using CUSSO data, and therefore must be calculated and removed.  This study corrects and 




Figure 1.1: New Madrid Seismic Zone. Map of the New Madrid seismic zone. The 
Mississippi embayment is outlined with a dashed line.  Recent seismicity is represented by 
open circles.  The thickness of sediment over the Paleozoic bedrock varies from north-to-
south, from a few meters in southern Illinois to more than 1 kilometer in northern 
Mississippi.  The structural host for the New Madrid Seismic Zone, the Reelfoot Rift, is 





Figure 1.2: Central United States Seismic Hazard.  Hazard map of the central and 
eastern United States for a 2% in 50 years probability of exceedance.  Higher hazards are 
denoted by warmer colors.  The central New Madrid seismic zone has a PGA of 1.2 g 




 1.2 Project Objective 
Site effects can be evaluated by empirical (e.g., Vs30), theoretical (e.g., one-
dimensional numerical calculation of the transfer function), and observational (e.g., 
vertical array accelerometers and/or seismometers) methods.  Observational assessments, 
however, are considered the most accurate technique, because they capture and account for 
all systematic ground motion complexities, including potential multi-dimensional effects.  
The logistics and cost associated with deploying a large number of widespread multi-
channeled instrumented borehole installations make observational regional assessments 
logistically inefficient and cost prohibitive, particularly in deep soil/sediment sites.  
Consequently, few vertical observatories exist, but those that do are used to calibrate 
empirical and theoretical methods, as well as regional free-field surface instrumentation 
(Archuleta et al., 1992).  In order to better understand the site effect within the anomalously 
thick sediment cover of the New Madrid seismic zone, direct ground-motion observations 
are needed.  This study utilizes a newly constructed vertical seismic array called the Central 
United States Seismic Observatory (CUSSO), located within the northern Mississippi 
embayment as part of the Kentucky Seismic Strong Motion Network (KSSMN); however, 
before the observational data can be used for ground-motion site-effect assessment at the 
site or calibrate ground-motion response of other datasets, the orientation and instrument 
response of the CUSSO array must be defined, and a site soil profile must be created and 
validated.   
The objectives of this project are to: [1] mine the KSSMN database for all CUSSO 
recorded events, determine and correct data for instrument response, and determine and 
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correct data for the multi-component orientation; and [2] create and determine the validity 
of a CUSSO site soil profile.  A secondary objective is to evaluate the characteristics of 
weak-motion linear propagation through the soil profile.  Specifically, this project analyzes 
and corrects CUSSO instrumentation to produce usable and valid data for both traditional 
and engineering seismology applications, as well as verifies the site’s shear-wave velocity 
model.  The results can also be used to calibrate free-field surface seismic sites throughout 
the Mississippi embayment. 
 
1.3 Project Procedure Overview 
Task 1 – Compilation of the dataset 
• Searched the KSSMN database for earthquake recordings during the time of 
operation for all CUSSO instrumentation. 
• Established additional criteria for inclusion of CUSSO recordings in the dataset. 
• Compiled the dataset with the data that satisfy these criteria, by inspection of 
CUSSO recordings. 
Task 2 – Compiled instrument metadata for CUSSO for the timespan of the dataset: 
• Determined the sensors operating at CUSSO at the times of the earthquake 
recordings in the dataset.   
• From the manufacturers’ calibration data and data logger settings, determined the 
instrument responses for each sensor.   
• Determined the orientations of the borehole sensors’ horizontal components and 




• Removed the instrument responses from the recordings to yield ground motion 
recordings. 
Task 3 – Created and verified a dynamic site soil profile based on travel times and 
previously collected sonic logs and reflection profiles.  
• This was accomplished by analyzing the travel times from the newly corrected 
CUSSO data to determine seismic wave velocity between each sub-surface sensor, 
and comparing the results to previous studies and site stratigraphy.   
Task 4 – Using the Dynamic site soil profile, calculated and applied a transfer function to 
the observed bedrock motion to yield a predicted surface ground motion.  
• This was accomplished through the use of 1-D linear ground motion propagation 
modeling on shear wave data recorded on the bedrock sensor, producing a predicted 
shear wave surface output based upon the properties of the dynamic site soil profile.  
Task 5 – Compared the predicted ground motions to the observed ones, analyzed the 
spectral ratios for multiple events, and estimated characteristics of seismic wave 
propagation through the soil profile to further verify the soil profile.  




Chapter 2: Geologic Setting and Seismicity 
2.1 Regional Geology:  
The New Madrid seismic zone is an intraplate fault zone within the North American 
craton.  The NMSZ is located in the central United States, specifically, the states of 
Arkansas, Kentucky, Missouri, and Tennessee.  The area is of particular interest for this 
study because it underlies the thick sediment deposits of the upper Mississippi embayment.  
The Mississippi embayment is a southward plunging syncline that formed due to 
subsidence which began in the late Cretaceous and continued into the Holocene 
(McKneown, 1982).  The embayment fill had its highest rate of accumulation during the 
Pleistocene and Holocene times (McKneown, 1982).  These unlithified sediment sequences 
vary north-to-south, from a few meters in southern Illinois to more than one kilometer in 
northern Mississippi.  This can affect strong ground-motion by amplifying or dampening 
(depending upon energy and dynamic properties of the sediment) waves as they propagate 
to the surface. 
Structurally, the NMSZ lies mostly within a failed Paleozoic rift complex far from 
plate boundaries.  Aeromagnetic, gravity, and seismic-reflection profiles (Kane et al, 1982; 
Crone and Brockman, 1982) have defined the Paleozoic Reelfoot Rift as a 70 km wide by 
300 km long northeast-trending basement depression, which begins at the southern cratonic 
margin and extends northeast until it is truncated by an east-west-trending graben, known 
as the Rough Creek Graben, near the northern boundary of the Mississippi Embayment 
(Austin and Keller, 1982).  The Reelfoot Rift is the host structure of the NMSZ, its 
structural and seismologic role within the North American Craton is complex, and its role 
in Quaternary seismicity remains poorly understood.  Focal mechanism studies suggest that 
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the NMSZ is generally composed of two right-lateral strike-slip fault segments with a left 
stepover restraining bend (Csontos, 2008).  While this interpretation is overly simplistic, it 
is used as a basis for seismic hazard analysis, as well as a kinematic means to accommodate 





Figure 2.1:  Structure of the New Madrid Seismic Zone. Seismicity is denoted with 
white circles, while faults are shown in black.  Simplified stepover structure modeled in 
lower right.  The NMSZ is generally modeled as two northeast-oriented right-lateral strike-
slip segments separated by a left-stepping restraining bend thrust fault.  The majoity of the 
seismicity occurs within the late-Precambrian Reelfoot rift, outlining the three main fault 




 The NMSZ is the location of what is thought to be the largest sequence of 
earthquake events in the contiguous United States (Johnston, 1996).  This cluster of large 
events occurred on December 16, 1811, January 23, 1812, and February 7, 1812, and were 
felt over a geographical area of approximately five million square kilometers (Nuttli, 
1982), producing some of the largest earthquake liquefaction and ground deformation 
fields ever documented (Johnston and Schweig, 1996).  These events are estimated to have 
moment magnitude (Mw) of 7.3, 7.0, and 7.5 respectively (Figure 2.2) (Hough and Page, 
2011).  Paleoseismic records show that these were not the first large sequence of strong 
ground-motion events in the area, but that at least two more earthquakes occurred in the 
past 2000 years (Johnston, 1996), with paleoliquefaction records placing the events in 1450 
A.D. And 900 A.D. (Tuttle, 2002).  Since the 1811-1812 sequence, the area has remained 
seismically active in the form of small-to-moderate-sized (mb<5) earthquakes, as well as 
at least twenty damaging earthquakes with a body wave magnitude (mb) between 5.0 and 
6.5 (Nuttli, 1982).  Based on these data, the New Madrid seismic zone is the most 
seismically active area of the central and eastern United States (CEUS) (Nuttli, 1982).   
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   Figure 2.2: 1811-1812 events.  Seismicity in the NMSZ between 1974 and 2004.  Red 
stars indicate approximate locations of the three main earthquakes in the 1811-1812 
sequence.  Yellow stars indicate locations of large earthquakes since then: near Charleston, 




In 1811-1812 the central United States was largely unsettled and part of the frontier 
territory.  If a similar event were to occur today, loss of life and infrastructure damage 
would be more significant due to the metropolitan population centers such as Memphis, 
TN, Paducah, KY, and St. Louis, MO.  In order to provide an accurate hazard analysis to 
the public, accurate seismic-velocity model, material attenuation, recurrence interval, and 
ground-motion are necessary.   
 GPS stations are deployed in seismic zones to track the movement in the area and 
calculate the rate of strain accumulation (Jimenez, 2011; LeBeon, 2008; Titus, 2005).  
However, in the New Madrid seismic zone, the faults are buried beneath up to one 
kilometer of unlithified sediments, masking the regional movement.  Because of this, the 
rate of strain accumulation is poorly constrained and large variance exists between studies 
(Calais, 2010; Frankel et al, 2009, Stein, 2007).  Similarly, fault re-activation and strain 
accumulation in the NMSZ remain highly controversial topics (Grollimund, 2001; Pratt, 
2012; Pollitz et al, 2001).  For example, if the majority of the deformation in the NMSZ 
has occurred within the last 2,000 years, the rate of movement would be approximately 4.8 
mm/yr, however if that same amount of deformation is spread out over the life of the fault 
zone, a non-conservative estimate of rate of movement is approximately 1.6 mm/yr 
(McKneown, 1982).   
 
2.2 Site Stratigraphy 
Soil deposits within the Mississippi embayment occur at thicknesses of just a few 
meters in the North, and deepen southward to more than a kilometer.  The Central United 
States Seismic Observatory is situated in a thick sequence of unlithified sands, clays, and 
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gravels of late Cretaceous to recent ages that overlies the Palezoic bedrock.  These deposits 
have a depth to bedrock of 586 meters.   The local stratigraphy is capped with a thin layer 
of Quaternary alluvium, underlain by five seismically distinct sediment intervals (Figure 
2.3) (Wright, 2012).  
The Quaternary alluvium at the CUSSO borehole site is 48 meters thick, and 
consists of mostly fine and coarse Eocene sands.  Regionally, there is a substantial 
unconformity between the Quaternary alluvium and the underlying sediments (Schwalb, 
1969; Olive, 1972, Oliver and McDowell, 1986), and as such, the contact between the 
alluvium and the underlying Jackson formation is interpreted to be at a significant change 
in the gamma curve, corresponding with the base of a coarse sand and gravel layer.   
The Jackson formation is an unlithified silty clay unit, which is mainly olive gray, 
light green, light gray, and black silty clay with lesser amounts of interbedded silts and 
sands (Finch, 1971; Olive, 1972).  Interbedded sands tend to be medium to light gray to 
brown, weather yellow orange to red, and are fine to very coarse grained (Finch, 1971; 
Olive 1980).  The Jackson formation marks a marine transgression in the Mississippi 
embayment, containing marginal marine to deltaic facies (Fisher, 1964; Cushing and 
others, 1964; Finch, 1971, Olive, 1980, McDowell, 1986).  The Middle to Upper Eocene 
clays, silts, and sands in the Jackson formation are similar to the underlying Claiborne 
Formation, and cannot be distinctly differentiated in the area (Finch, 1971; Shaver and 
others, 1984).  However, the base of the Jackson layer is placed at the base of a sand layer 
which overlies green, sandy clay at 131 meters.  This depth was determined through 
comparison to the base of the Jackson formation determined by Davis and others (1973) 
from the nearby Florence No. 1 Smith well. 
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The Lower to Middle Eocene Claiborne formation is composed of medium-to very 
fine-grained sands, silts, and clays (Olive, 1980; Shaver, 1984; Olive and McDowell, 
1986).  The sands are typically fine to coarse grained, light to dark gray, white, brown, and 
red, while the silts and clays are light to dark gray.  Lignite beds are found in this interval.  
The base of the Claiborne is picked at the base of a cemented sand at 270 meters depth.  
Claiborne sediments were deposited in deltaic and marine depositional environments 
within the embayment. The intervening sands in the interval were deposited in prograding 
fluvial-deltaic facies (Fisher, 1964; Davis and others 1987). 
At the lower bound of the Claiborne formation begins the Early Eocene age sands, 
silts, clays, and gravels of the Wilcox formation.  Sands are fine to very fine grained, and 
both sand and clays are light gray or brown.  Regionally, the upper and lower contacts of 
the Wilcox formation are unconformable.  The base of the Wilcox formation is picked at 
the top of a thick black shale at 398 meters depth.  Wilcox sediments were deposited in 
fluvial-deltaic environments, with various lignite inclusions being deposited in swamps, 
and sometimes in abandoned oxbow lakes (McDowell, 1986; Davis and others, 1987).   
Lying unconformably beneath the Wilcox formation is the Porters Creek Clay.  This 
formation is composed of dark gray clay with glauconitic sands in its upper and lower parts 
(Olive, 1972; Olive and McDowell, 1986).  The base of the Porters Creek is picked at the 
base of a sequence of clay-dominated sediment on the geophysical logs above a sand shale 
at 485 meters.  The Early Paleocene Porters Creek Clay was deposited during a marine 
transgression, which transgressed up the embayment from the south (Olive, 1980; 
McDowell, 1981; McDowell, 1986; Davis and others, 1987; Shaver, 1984). 
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The undifferentiated Clayton-McNairy formation is a loose friable sand with 
interbedded clays, micas, and silts, extending from the base of the Porters Creek Clay, to 
top-of-rock at 586 meters.  The McNairy formation is considered to be Late Cretaceous in 
age, while the Clayton formation is Lowest Paleocene in age (Olive, 1980; Shaver, 1984; 
Olive and McDowell, 1986).  The McNairy formation is interpreted as a deltaic system 
with rivers flowing southward into the Mississippi embayment (Pryor, 1960; Potter and 
Pryor, 1961; Davis and others, 1987).  The Clayton Sediments represent a return to coastal-
deltaic sedimentation in the northern Mississippi embayment, with marine to marginal 
marine conditions occurring during at least part of the Clayton deposition (Olive, 1980; 
McDowell, 1986).   
The bedrock was reached at 586 meters depth in well.  Fragments of rock noted at 
the base of the borehole, likely represent weathered rubble while drilling dropps and loss 
of drilling fluid in the rock likely represent karstic features at the unconformity between 
the post-Paleozoic bedrock and underlying carbonates.  The Paleozoic bedrock at CUSSO 





 Figure 2.3: Stratigraphic Column for CUSSO.  Site Stratigraphy at CUSSO.  Each layer 




Chapter 3 Central United States Seismic Observatory 
3.1 Kentucky Seismic and Strong-Motion Network (KSSMN) 
The host network for CUSSO is the Kentucky Seismic and Strong-Motion 
Network. The KSSMN began in the early 1980's with the deployment of single-component 
short-period seismometers, and has been expanded and modified since then, to include a 
series of seventeen short-period stations, and fifteen free-field strong-motion stations, 
including the two vertical seismic arrays (e.g., multiple subsurface sensors) as of July, 2014 
(Figure 3.1).  The KSSMN’s main purposes are: 1) to monitor earthquakes and discriminate 
between earthquakes, mine blasts, and other cultural or environmental events in and around 
Kentucky, 2) to facilitate research to better understand the basic earthquake processes and 
seismotectonics in the state and surrounding areas, 3) to better define and characterize 
seismic hazards, in terms of ground motion characteristics in the central United States, and 
4) to provide a real-time laboratory for seismology education.  The digital data from the 
permanent seismic stations are transmitted to the University of Kentucky campus in 
Lexington, Kentucky through the Kentucky Emergency Warning System (KEWS).  These 
data are manipulated using the earthworm seismic data acquisition and processing 
software.  Earthworm is an advanced open source acquisition and processing package for 
generating automated earthquake locations and magnitudes, allowing for instant 





Figure 3.1:  The Kentucky Seismic and Strong-Motion Network. Real-time seismic 
station are denoted in red.  The vertical seismic arrays are denoted using stars.  CUSSO is 





The depth to bedrock at the CUSSO site is approximately 586 meters based on the 
results of the mud-rotary drilled borehole (Woolery and Wang, 2010).  The drill rig initially 
advanced a 15 inch diameter borehole through the alluvium cover to a depth of 46 meters 
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below the surface.  The second phase of drilling telescoped down to a 10 inch diameter 
boring that was extended through the remaining poorly lithified sediment, with a final 
depth of 586 meters (8 meters into the limestone bedrock) (Woolery and Wang, 2010).  
Prior to casing the hole, electrical, sonic velocity (P- and S-wave), and deviation logs were 
acquired in order to determine the stratigraphy, as well as seismic P- and S-wave velocities 
for the CUSSO site.  Seismic suspension logging of both P-waves and S-waves were 
conducted at 1-m intervals from the surface to the bottom of the borehole.  The suspension 
probe is lowered into the borehole to a specific depth, where the source generates horizontal 
pressure waves within the borehole fluid, which are converted to P- and S-waves at the 
borehole walls.  Along the walls, at each receiver location, the P- and S-waves are 
converted back to pressure waves and received by the geophones, which send the data to 
the surface recorder.  The average velocity is determined through the elapsed time between 
arrivals of the waves at the receivers.  Instability and collapse of areas of the borehole wall 
were reported during the drilling of its upper section.  Consequently it is likely that 
significant sediment disturbance adversely affected the accuracy of the S-wave suspension 
log, and therefore produced localized areas of decreased velocity below the collapsed areas 
(Figure 3.2) (Woolery and Wang, 2010).   
All instruments at CUSSO were installed in September 2009; however, the 
operation of CUSSO has not been continuous due to a compromised cable (i.e., leakage 
due to high water pressure) and resultant sensor malfunctions.  The deepest borehole 
sensors have been installed and uninstalled three times due to the problems.  The 




 Figure 3.2:  CUSSO Shear Wave Sonic Log. Shear Wave sonic log showing the 
measured velocity in m/s at corresponding depth in meters.  The probable collapsed areas 




3.3 Instrumentation  
The Central United States Seismic Observatory is a twenty-one component vertical 
seismic array with sensors from the surface to the bedrock (Figure 3.3).  Each of CUSSO’s 
three sensors within the soil column are placed near major boundaries between seismically 
distinct sediment layers.  These boundaries are defined by the site stratigraphy, and seismic 
profiles, and are located near the top of the Jackson formation, the top of the Wilcox 
formation, and the top of the Clayton and McNairy formations.  The corresponding 
instrumentation are: EENTEC SP-400 broadband seismometer and Kinemetrics© FBA-23 
accelerometer at the surface, Kinemetrics© FBA-23 accelerometer at 30 meters, 
Kinemetrics© FBA-23 accelerometer at 259 meters, EENTEC EA-120 strong-motion 
accelerometer at 512 meters, and EENTEC SP-400 broadband seismometer and EENTEC 
EA-120 strong-motion accelerometer at 594 meters (8 meters into bedrock).  The 
broadband seismometers have a flat response to ground velocity between 0.06 and 50 Hz.  
The FBA-23 strong-motion accelerometers have full-scale acceleration threshold between 
0.25 and 1.0 g, while the EENTEC EA-120 strong motion accelerometers have full-scale 
acceleration threshold of 2.0 g.  All of the strong motion accelerometers have nominal 
corner frequencies of 50 Hz.  The seven sensors are recorded and logged on a Kinemetrics 
Granite datalogger.  The datalogger consists of 32 channels configured with unity gain (a 
gain of one) and variable full-scale input voltages, recording 24 bit data at 200 samples per 
second, and runing an anti-aliasing filter.  The anti-aliasing filter is a double precision finite 
impulse response acausal filter, attenuating the output by more than 140 dB at the Nyquist 
frequency (100 Hz).  The names used for each data channel (sensor and component) at 
CUSSO are tabulated in Table 3.1. 
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 Figure 3.3: CUSSO Sensor Configuration.  Configuration of the CUSSO instrumentation 
relative to depth.  The 30 meter sensor is located in the top of the Jackson formation.  The 
259 meter sensor is located in the top of the Wilcox formation.  The 512 meter sensor is 
located in the top of the Clayton and McNairy formations. The lowermost sensors are 




Table 3.1: Channel convention for CUSSO sensors 
 
 Vertical (Z) North (Y) East (X) 
Accelerometer    
0 m HNZ HNN HNE 
30 m HNZ HN1 HN2 
259 m HNZ HN1 HN2 
512 m HNZ HN1 HN2 
594 m HNZ HN1 HN2 
 
Seismometer 
   
0 m HHZ HHN HHE 





Chapter 4 Data 
4.1 Recorded Earthquakes 
Although a broad range of earthquake magnitudes are required for an effective 
dynamic site soil profile validation, larger events are rare in the central United States and 
therefore this study is limited to the analysis of smaller events.  Nevertheless, the limited 
range of magnitudes was sufficient to accomplish the primary objectives of this study, 
determining the instrument orientation and calibration, as well as validating the site 
velocity model.  While the NMSZ has had clusters of strong-motion earthquakes in the past 
(Nuttli, 1982), the events recorded on CUSSO during the fully operational period have all 
been small, the largest of which was a magnitude 4.7 event southwest of the New Madrid 
seismic zone in Arkansas on 2011/02/28.  During two periods of operations, from 
September 2009 to July 2010, and December 2010 to July 2011, local, regional and 
teleseismic events were recorded at CUSSO.   
To mine the data from the KSSMN database, analysis of the file structure was 
performed to find triggered event files.  CUSSO data is recorded in discrete files that are 
created when the data logger triggers on an event.  Each data channel is assigned a 
particular number of votes and when the number of votes detected simultaneously by the 
data logger exceeds a configured threshold, the data logger records an event file.  The event 
file’s time duration depends on the length of time that the votes are active: the longer the 
strong shaking is felt, the longer the duration of the event file.  For the strong-motion 
accelerometers, these votes are based on a threshold, and are triggered when the 
acceleration exceeds a given value.  For the broadband seismometers, the votes are based 
on an exceedance of the short- to- long term average ground velocity.  Each triggered event 
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file recorded at CUSSO between the two periods of full operation, were analyzed based on 
set criteria to determine the origin of the trigger.  By inspection, trigger files with a duration 
of twenty or less seconds were either triggered by local cultural noise, or were triggered by 
seismic events too small for this study, and were not considered.  Waveforms and files that 
satisfied the initial criterion were then inspected based on the shape and duration of the 
signal, with datalogger noise (full-scale noise), and passing vehicles (short duration signal) 
distinctly distinguishable from earthquake data (recognizable phase arrivals, longer 
duration).  The final set of triggered event files were then compared against a list of 
earthquakes recorded on nearby free-field strong-motion stations operated by CERI 
(Center for Earthquake Research and Information, 2014) to disambiguate the waveforms 
and known events. Of the initial 1000 CUSSO trigger files in the KSSMN database, 
eighteen earthquakes recorded between 02/17/2011 and 04/11/2011 were found to correlate 
to known earthquakes.  Nine teleseismic waveforms were found within the KSSMN 
database, separated from the rest of the triggered event files, with an origin event tied to 
the event files.  The teleseismic waveforms were analyzed to verify the labeled origin event, 
and were then added to the local and regional earthquakes database determined previously.  
These waveforms were reviewed to determine usability (Table 4.1).  Of those twenty seven 
earthquakes, five were determined to be usable for their strong signal-to-noise ratio as the 
others did not contain data suitable for further analysis (Figure 4.1, 4.2).  The recordings 
for each sensor and instrument in all thirty two earthquakes were instrument corrected, 
rotated to North/East, and filtered to frequencies useful for both seismology and 
engineering (0.1-12 Hz). 
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 Figure 4.1:  Observed Earthquake Locations. The locations of observed earthquakes 
used in this study are shown as red dots.  The Mississippi embayment is outlined in red.  
CUSSO is shown as a blue star, with the inset map showing its location in greater detail. 
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 Figure 4.2:  Signal to Noise Ratio Comparison. The upper waveform has a high signal 









Azimuth ° Back 
Azimuth ° 
Regional 
2/17/2011 10:49:48 3.8 35.28 -92.36 307.65 6.4 61.64 243.42 
2/18/2011 4:49:50 3.9 35.26 -92.37 309.35 5 61.38 243.16 
2/19/2011 23:04:58 3.4 35.27 -92.37 309.11 6.7 61.61 243.40 
2/20/2011 15:15:00 3.6 35.26 -92.38 309.65 5.1 61.46 243.25 
2/23/2011 15:27:21 2.8 35.28 -92.35 306.68 5.3 61.70 243.48 
2/24/2011 17:35:24 3.2 35.34 -92.32 300.62 4.7 62.50 244.25 
2/24/2011 0:24:25 3.4 35.29 -92.36 306.66 3.9 61.82 243.59 
2/25/2011 9:49:01 3.6 35.28 -92.37 308.62 6 61.77 243.55 
2/28/2011 8:46:11 3.6 35.28 -92.34 305.64 2.6 61.61 243.37 
2/28/2011 5:00:50 4.7 35.27 -92.34 306.86 3.8 61.33 243.09 
3/1/2011 10:56:20 3.3 35.29 -92.38 308.80 2.4 62.06 243.85 
3/3/2011 15:31:49 3.2 35.27 -92.37 308.96 6 61.55 243.33 
3/7/2013 18:24:26 2.3 36.53 -89.58 22.34 7.4 83.06 263.21 
3/8/2011 18:49:54 2.7 36.79 -89.33 26.01 4.5 179.37 359.37 
4/7/2011 23:11:09 3.9 35.25 -92.37 309.98 6.1 61.27 243.06 
4/8/2011 3:27:58 3.2 35.26 -92.39 310.88 5.5 61.52 243.31 
4/8/2011 16:46:19 3.5 35.26 -92.38 309.79 6.2 61.44 243.23 
4/8/2011 14:56:32 3.9 35.26 -92.36 308.51 6.3 61.39 243.17 
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Earthquake Metadata Continued 
Teleseismic 
2/21/2011 6:58:36 5.6 -27.21 -64.76 7,541.30 10.6 338.86 156.47 
2/23/2011 3:01:40 5.4 12.56 -87.66 2,673.44 69.6 356.71 176.00 
2/25/2011 13:07:28 5.7 17.97 -94.98 2,139.19 132.9 13.89 196.51 
3/9/2011 2:45:18 7.2 38.51 142.80 10,103.58 14.1 39.36 321.85 
3/22/2011 7:18:47 6.6 37.25 143.95 10,147.02 26.5 40.09 320.34 
4/1/2011 13:29:12 5.9 35.73 26.46 9,598.84 77.9 313.55 47.09 
4/3/2011 20:06:42 6.7 -9.79 107.75 16,577.65 24 27.34 325.71 
4/7/2011 13:11:24 6.5 17.43 -93.98 2,174.67 167.4 11.21 193.35 
4/7/2011 14:32:41 7.4 38.25 141.64 10,189.31 25.6 38.63 322.39 
Table 4.1:  Earthquake Metadata. Metadata for each of the events recorded during the CUSSO operational periods.  Bolded 
Events are the main events used in this study.  Events shown in bold italics are teleseismic events used to determine 
sensor orientation.  
*  Magnitudes listed are moment magnitudes (Mw), except for the two local events on 03/07/2011 and 03/08/2011, which 
are local magnitudes (ml,g).
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4.2 Instrument Corrections 
The response of an instrument is specific to the type of sensor, type of datalogger, 
and manufacturer of the instrument, and therefore not all instruments produce the same 
data.  To account for this, the response needs to be calculated and removed, producing 
consistent data across all seismic stations.   
To organize each channel’s metadata, remove the corresponding instrument 
response, conduct waveform and spectral analysis of the data, and correct for a mislabeled 
sensors (see appendix C), software packages ObsPy, Portable Data Collection Center, and 
Nominal Response Library were used.  The raw data recorded at CUSSO is stored in 
Kinemetrics© Event file format (.EVT).  This format requires proprietary Kinemetrics© 
software to analyze the time histories and perform processes on them.  For use with other 
analysis and processing software, the data needed to be converted to SAC (Seismic 
Analysis Code) format, which was done using a simple Kinemetrics© provided tool, k2sac, 
which converted the data from .EVT to SAC binary format for universal use.   
In order to remove the effects of the instruments from the raw data, the instrument 
responses for CUSSO were constructed, and stored as a dataless SEED volume.  A dataless 
SEED volume is the metadata counterpart to miniSEED, containing the geographic 
coordinates (latitude, longitude) and instrument response (transfer function in poles and 
zeroes) information often needed to process the time series data.  A dataless SEED volume 
can contain a complete and comprehensive history of metadata for one or many networks 
and stations, however does not contain any time series values (Incorporated Research 
Institutions for Seismology, 2014).  The process of creating a dataless SEED volume in 
this study was done using PDCC (Portable Data Collection Center), a GUI based program 
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provided through IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology) (c.f. Casey, 
2012).   The process followed to create the dataless SEED volume for CUSSO in PDCC is 
outlined in the following: 
• Input the station and sensors’ geographical and operational information. 
o This stores information such as where the instrumentation is located, who 
runs the station, etc. 
• Define the manufacturer and model of the sensor and datalogger.  Do this for each 
sensor. 
o As each sensor has different performance parameters, this stores the 
specifics for each sensor within a station. 
• Use the NRL (Nominal Response Library) tool to insert the nominal response for 
the sensor and data logger, as a sequence of stages, for a complete description of 
each channel. 
o Provides information on the nominal response for each sensor based upon 
manufacturer specific initial properties (corner frequency, damping, etc.) 
• When actual instrument values deviate from the nominal instrument values, update 
them in PDCC. 
o Kinemetrics supplied factory-determined damping and corner frequencies, 
which allowed for precise determination of the FBA-23 accelerometers’ 
transfer functions.  The nominal responses inserted from NRL were then 
updated with these calculated transfer functions. 
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o All accelerometers have calibrated sensitivities (volts per acceleration-due-
to-gravity) which differ slightly form the nominal values.  The nominal 
responses are updated with these values. 
• Calculate the total sensitivity for each channel to create the dataless SEED for the 
complete station. 
Once the dataless SEED volume was created in PDCC, the rdSEED tool provided 
through IRIS is used to extract a response file for each sensor from the station’s dataless 
SEED volume.  This process was completed for every sensor type installed in the CUSSO 
array (ENNTEC SP-400, EENTEC EA-120, and Kinemetrics FBA-23).  The EENTEC 
seismometers and accelerometers were found to be near nominal, with calculated values 
varying from nominal ones by less than 0.002.  The Kinemetrics accelerometers varied a 
significant amount from the nominal values (50 Hz natural frequency and 0.707 relative 
damping), with calculated values for the instrument responses shown in table 4.2.  The 
response files for the CUSSO instrumentation are available upon request from the 
Kentucky Geological Survey.  The following is an example calculation for the actual 




Table 4.2: FBA-23 Actual Values 





Surface (0 m) 50.4, 54.2, 51.9 0.65, 0.64, 0.64 
30 m 52.0, 52.3, 51.8 0.66, 0.66, 0.67 
259 m 51.7, 51.8, 51.7 0.65, 0.65, 0.64 
 
  
Each FBA-23 instrument is factory-calibrated as a second-order system with a 




𝑠𝑠2 + 2𝜉𝜉𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 + 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛2 4.1 
 
where 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 is the natural frequency, s is the Laplace operator, 𝜉𝜉 is the relative damping, 
𝐸𝐸𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 is the output voltage, and 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is the sensitivity.  The FBA-23 has a nominal resonant 
frequency of 50 Hz, and a nominal relative damping of 0.707.  Actual values differ from 
these nominal values and need to be accounted for when calculating the instrument poles 
and zeroes for an accurate result.  The instrument poles are a pair of complex conjugates 
representing the solution to the instrument transfer function, and the zeroes determine the 
desired output units (i.e. acceleration, velocity, or displacement), and can be added to the 
transfer function, where no zeroes outputs acceleration, one zero outputs velocity, and two 
zeroes outputs displacement.  For example, the longitudinal (North) component of the 
surface FBA-23 sensor at CUSSO has a calibrated resonant frequency of 51.9 Hz and a 
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calibrated damping of 0.64.  The denominator of Equation 4.1 is solved for its complex 
poles, with these calibrated values as input parameters to calculate the actual poles of the 
sensors.  The two poles are given by:   
 
 𝑝𝑝1 = −𝜉𝜉𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 + 𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛�1 − 𝜉𝜉2 4.2 
 
 𝑝𝑝2 = −𝜉𝜉𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 − 𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛�1 − 𝜉𝜉2 4.3 
 
To further improve the accuracy of the transfer function, the vendor calculated pole 
due to the low-pass RC filter (resistor-capacitor circuit) in the post amplifier can be 
included in the calculation.  This pole is dependent on the natural frequency and range of 
the sensors (Kinemetrics, 1997).  For the FBA-23 ranges used in CUSSO (0.25, 0.5, and 
1.0 g), the low-pass RC filter zero is vendor calculated to be -1000 +- 0j.     
 To corroborate the transfer functions, corrected accelerometer waveforms from 
nearby CERI (Center for Earthquake Research and Information) sites HICK and UTMT 
were compared to the surface acceleration recordings at CUSSO (Figure 4.3, 4.4).  The 
waveforms and response files for HICK and UTMT were retrieved from the IRIS Data 
Management Center archives.  These two stations were chosen due to their proximity (< 
20 km) to CUSSO, having a similar azimuth and epicentral distance with respect to the 
event used.  For the comparison between CUSSO and HICK, the surface vertical 
acclerometers were compared through peak ground acceleration for the M4.7 02/28/2011 
regional event.  For the comparison between CUSSO and UTMT, the surface transverse 
accelerometers were compared through peak ground acceleration for the M6.5 04/07/2011 
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teleseismic event.  The regional M4.7 data were filtered with a bandpass of 0.8-12 Hz, 
while the teleseismic M6.5 data were filtered to a bandpass of 0.02-0.08 Hz to compare the 
surface wave arrivals.  The percent difference in peak ground acceleration between CUSSO 
and HICK/UTMT was 7.8% and 9.7% respectively.  This small percent difference, as well 
as the similarity of the waveforms and arrival times corroborates the CUSSO instrument 
corrections and provides a basis for the validity of the application of the transfer functions 
 
 
Figure 4.3:  Comparison between CUSSO and HICK. Comparison of CUSSO surface 
vertical accelerometer output with the CERI station HICK surface accelerometer output 
for the largest event used in this study, M4.7 02/28/2011 Arkansas earthquake.  The PGA 






Figure 4.4:  Comparison between CUSSO and UTMT. Comparison of CUSSO surface 
transverse (East) accelerometer output with the CERI station UTMT surface transverse 
(East) accelerometer output for the M6.5 teleseismic earthquake on 04/07/2011.  The PGA 




4.3 Determination of Sensor Orientation 
Neither the Kinemetrics© FBA-23 nor the EENTEC EA-120/SP-400 downhole 
sensors were equipped with an onboard compass, and therefore, their orientations at the 
bedrock as well as within the soil column were unknown.  To properly correct the CUSSO 
data, it is necessary to determine the azimuth of each sensor to rotate it to the desired 
orientation.  In order to determine the orientation of the subsurface sensors, two back-
calculation methods were applied:  the first, rotated the data to its maximum energy (i.e. 
amplitude), and the second rotated the data to North and East orientation by cross-
correlating the data of unknown orientation with data from the surface with a known 
orientation.  For the rotation to maximum energy, p-wave arrivals were sampled for the 3 
largest regional events (2011/02/17, 2011/02/25, 2011/02/28), while teleseismic surface 
waves recorded at CUSSO (2011/02/25, 2011/03/09, 2011/04/07) were used for the cross 
correlation method.  A bandpass filter of 0.8-12 Hz was applied to the regional data, while 
a bandpass filter of 0.01-0.5 Hz was applied to the teleseismic waveforms to observe 
wavelengths larger than the thickness of the soil column, and therefore greater than the 
vertical separation between the bedrock and surface sensors (Figure 4.5).  This is because 
at frequencies less than 0.5 Hz, the smallest wavelength in the signal is ~1200 meters, 
producing the same waveform at the surface and sub-surface sensors.  Sensor rotations and 




 Figure 4.5:  Teleseismic Love Waves. An example of unrotated teleseismic surface waves 
recorded on the transverse bedrock accelerometer, filtered to a 0.01-0.5 Hz bandpass from 
a M6.5 event on 04/07/2011.  Event occurred 2174 Km SW of CUSSO near the town of 
Veracruz, Mexico. 
To determine the radial and transverse orientations of the subsurface sensors, the 
H*2 (HH2, HN2) components were windowed to contain primary wave arrivals, and the 
sensors (H*Z, H*2, and H*1) were rotated through 360 degrees to determine the angle at 
which the absolute value of the maximum peak acceleration on the H*2 (HH2, HN2) occurs 
(Figure 4.6).  This maximum is assumed to be in line with the event azimuth, as the energy 
in a P-wave is in line with the direction of propagation.  Because the event azimuth is 
known, the original position of the sensor can be calculated for each event by adding the 




 Figure 4.6:  Maximum Peak Acceleration Rotation. Example rotation of data to 
maximum peak acceleration for the bedrock broadband sensor from a M4.7 event on 
02/28/2011.  Maximum peak acceleration is plotted versus the rotation angle.  Maximum 
peak acceleration can be seen in this plot at approximately 275 degrees, meaning that the 
sensor has an azimuth of approximately 172 degrees.  A second smaller peak is seen at 180 
degrees from the main maximum acceleration.  This is due to the polarity reversal in the 





Figure 4.7:  Maximum Peak Acceleration Rotation Illustration. Example rotation of 
data to maximum peak acceleration for the bedrock broadband sensor from a M4.7 event 
on 02/28/2011.  Maximum peak acceleration was shown to be approximately 275 degrees, 




To determine the orientation through cross correlation, the H*2 (HN2, HH2) 
components of the bedrock sensors were cross correlated with the H*E (HNE, HHE) 
surface sensors.  Cross correlation is a method to measure the similarity of two waveforms 
by using an offset time applied to one of the waveforms.  In the case of this study, the 
arrival times should be the same for both the surface and the subsurface, therefore an offset 
time of zero is used.  This method is valid due to the long wavelengths used in the analysis, 
which do not sample, and thus are not affected by, the sediment column, producing the 
same waveform on both the sub-surface and surface components.  The sub-surface sensors 
(H*Z, H*2, and H*1) were rotated through 360 degrees to determine the angle at which 
the cross-correlation between the H*2 (HH2, HN2) components of the sub-surface sensors 
and the H*E (HNE, HHE) of the surface sensor nears one (Figure 4.8).  The angle at which 
the maximum correlation value is found is the angle necessary to rotate the subsurface 
sensors to North/East orientation, meaning that the transverse sensor orientation is found 
by adding the angle found from the maximum correlation value to 90 (Figure 4.9).  A 
weighted average angle was calculated for the three events used, proportioning each 
calculated azimuths by the calculated correlation value. 
The waveform recorded on CUSSO for M4.7 event on 02/28/2011 pre- and- post 
rotation (Figure 4.10), shows a decrease in SH-wave amplitude post-rotation, which is 




 Figure 4.8:  Cross Correlation Rotation. Example rotation of data using waveform cross-
correlation of the bedrock broadband sensor’s HH2 component with the HHE component 
of the surface broadband sensor for a M6.5 event on 04/07/2011.  Maximum correlation 
coefficient is plotted versus the rotation angle.  The maximum correlation can be seen at 
65 degrees (with minimum correlation 180 degrees away), having a calculated sensor 





Figure 4.9:  Cross Correlation Rotation Illustration. Example rotation of data using 
cross-correlation for the bedrock broadband sensor for a M6.5 event on 04/07/2011.  The 






Figure 4.10:  Comparison of Rotated Data. Comparison of data pre- and post-rotation 
(Bedrock Transverse/East component).  The back azimuth for the example event (M4.7 
2011/02/28) is 243 degrees.  For the pre-rotation orientation of the sensor (~130 degrees), 
the expected decrease in shear wave amplitude and increase in primary wave amplitude 




Table 4.3: Sensor Orientations 
Depth Installation Orientation (Max Acceleration 
/ Cross Correlation ± Standard Deviation 
30 m  101 ± 60 /  305 ± 55 
259 m 165 ± 81 / 190 ± 11 
512 m 189 ± 41 / 42 ± 8 
Bedrock Accelerometer 126 ± 38 / 140 ± 10 
Bedrock Seismometer 126 ± 38 / 140 ± 10 
 
The rotation to maximum orientation contains path effects which can skew data 
(i.e. effecting the propagation of the seismic wave to contain maximum energy in a 
direction inconsistent with the azimuth of the event).  These problems in the method 
allow for the maximum acceleration angle to be used as a supplementary verification of 
the original orientation, and not a primary verification.  The cross correlation method 
removes these flaws through analysis of two identical waveforms (ignoring path and site 
effects), and therefore is the more reliable method for accurate original orientations.    
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Chapter 5 Site Velocity Profiles 
5.1 Initial Velocity Data 
 In order to determine the appropriate site velocity profile, previous work must be 
improved and expounded upon.  Woolery and Wang, 2010 used first arrivals of the 
average P- and S-wave to determine the average P- and S-wave velocities for the whole 
sediment column.  These values were calculated to be 1750 m/s and 600 m/s respectively 
(Figure 5.1).  The P-wave velocity is similar to the velocity calculated from previous 
walkaway soundings and the downhole P-wave suspension measurements (Woolery and 
Wang, 2010).  The S-wave velocity however, is much higher than the average predicted 
from the suspension log measurements, probably due to the significant instability and 
occasional collapse of the borehole wall which occurred during the drilling of the upper 
section.  This discrepancy is not as significant in the P-wave suspension measurements, 
likely due to the saturated condition of the soft sediment (Woolery and Wang, 2010).  
Previous soil models created by McIntyre, 2008 and Gowda, 2010 were created using 
shear wave velocities derived entirely from borehole measurements, and contain the 
previously mentioned errors in them due to borehole instability and collapse.  To account 
for the error in borehole measurements, incorporation of seismic refraction velocities 
calculated by Wright, 2012, as well as interval velocities determined from the newly 




 Figure 5.1:  CUSSO Borehole Data and Seismic Refraction velocities.  The left-most 
plot shows the stratigraphy as well as the gamma and resistivity logs.  The P- and S-wave 
velocity from the sonic log is shown in the second plot.  The third shows the shear wave 




5.2 Dynamic Soil Profile 
To construct an accurate velocity model, a dynamic site soil profile needed to be 
created and verified.  Due to the errors present in the sonic velocity logs (probable collapsed 
areas), the soil velocity profile derived from them is not completely reliable.  In order 
correct for this error, a new soil velocity profile was calculated by combining the sonic logs 
(accurate areas), s-wave refraction profiles done by Wright, 2012, analysis of the travel 
times, and correlation of the layer boundaries with major stratigraphic boundaries.  To 
calculate the travel times and interval velocities, shear wave arrivals for each earthquake 
were noted on the transverse/East component for each sensor, and the difference between 
the sensors was taken (Figure 5.2).  P-wave arrivals were noted on the vertical component 
for the five events, however not each arrival was clear enough to provide a clear travel 
time, and therefore only the easily identifiable arrivals are included in this section.  The 
results of this analysis are presented in table 5.1.  Resultant interval velocities can be found 




 Figure 5.2:  Arrival Times. Example picks of P- and S-wave arrivals for the largest event used in this study.  Red lines indicate P and 
S wave arrivals for each sensor.
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 Table 5.1: Travel Time Results 
Shear Wave Forward Arrival Times 
 2011/02/17 2011/02/25 2011/02/28 2011/03/07 2011/03/08 Average 
Surface 0.86 s 1.06 s 0.96 s 0.99 s 1.05 s 0.98±0.07s 
30 m 0.72 s 0.82 s 0.74 s 0.89 s 0.95 s 0.83±0.09s 
259 m 0.62 s 0.39 s 0.40 s 0.44 s 0.84 s 0.54±0.17s 
512 m 0.16 s 0.16 s 0.08 s 0.09 s 0.19 s 0.14±0.05s 
Bedrock 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 
Shear Wave Reverse Arrival Times 
 2011/02/07 2011/02/25 2011/02/28 2011/03/07 2011/03/08 Average 
Surface 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 0.0 s 
30 m 0.14 s 0.24 s 0.22 s 0.10 s 0.10 s 0.18±0.05s 
259 m 0.24 s 0.67 s 0.56 s 0.55 s 0.21 s 0.45±0.17s 
512 m 0.70 s 0.90 s 0.88 s 0.89 s 0.96 s 0.86±0.09s 
Bedrock 0.86 s 1.06 s 0.96 s 0.99 s 1.05 s 0.98±0.07s 
P-Wave Forward Arrival Times 
 2011/02/07 2011/02/25 2011/02/28 2011/03/07 2011/03/08 Average 
Surface 0.27 0.30 0.32 0.32 N/A 0.30±0.02s 
30 m  0.22 0.27 0.27 0.30 N/A 0.27±0.03s 
259 m  0.14 0.17 0.15 0.16 N/A 0.16±0.01s 
512 m  0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 N/A 0.02±0.01s 




Table 5.2 Travel Time Velocities 
Shear Wave Interval Velocities 









P-Wave Interval Velocities 












The large deviations in the arrival times can be associated with the quality of the 
data, and the precision of the picked phase arrivals.  The coherency of the arrival times and 
resultant interval velocities of the largest event (M4.7 02/28/2011) provides evidence for 
this conclusion.  While within the deviation of the average arrival times, the M4.7 
02/28/2011 resultant velocities provide a more accurate results when compared to the 
seismic sonic logs, and still compare to the average full column velocity derived from the 
arrival times.   
Comparing the travel time velocities, the refraction velocities, and the sonic log 
velocities, a combined soil velocity profile can be obtained.  The upper 259 meters of the 
soil velocity profile are weighted toward the refraction velocities obtained by Wright, 2012, 
as they are the most accurate method for near surface velocity measurements.  The 
refraction velocities in the upper 30 meters of sediment correlate well to the travel time 
velocities (~180 and 200 m/s respectively), providing evidence for the validity of both 
measurements.  Velocities between 0 and 259 meters have an average shear wave velocity 
within the standard deviation of the calculated arrival times.  Proposed velocities for layers 
between 259 meters and the bedrock are a combination of the sonic log velocities, and the 
travel time velocities, and are weight towards the measured sonic log velocities and 
02/28/2011 event arrival time velocities.  The values between 259 meters depth and the 
bedrock were then averaged and compared to the average shear-wave velocity for the same 
interval recorded on the sonic log to determine the reasonability of this section of the soil 
profile.  The average shear velocity between 259 meters and the bedrock used in this study 
was 748 m/s, within the standard deviation of the calculated arrival times.  P-wave interval 
velocities calculated from arrival times were combined with the P-wave velocities 
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measured from suspension logging, staying within the standard deviation of the arrival time 
velocities, to create the site P-wave velocity model.  These values were averaged, with a 
resulting full column average velocity of 1836 m/s, consistent with the 1750 m/s calculated 
from the sonic logs, as well as the 1568 m/s calculated from the arrival times. 
Determination of layer velocities as described previously, resulted in a proposed 
dynamic soil profile (Figure 5.3) consisting of seven layers above the bedrock with an 
average shear wave velocity of 610 m/s, calculated using the equation  
 






where 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 is the shear wave velocity in m/s, and 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 is the thickness of any layer in meters 
(Building Seismic Safety Council, 2000).  The calculated average shear wave soil velocity 
of 610 m/s is consistent with the 607 m/s shear wave velocity seen in the travel time data, 
as well as the 600 m/s seen in the sonic logs.  The layers described in the proposed soil 
profile correlate well with stratigraphy, with the lower bounds of layers 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, 
near the interpreted boundaries for the Jackson, Claiborne, Wilcox, Porters Creek Clay, 
and Clayton McNairy formations.  The velocities for each layer, as well as the specific soil 







Figure 5.3:  Dynamic Soil Profile. Soil profile for the CUSSO area.  Final soil shear-wave 
velocity profile (blue) developed and used in this study, showing seven distinct layers with 
an average velocity of 610 m/s (orange). P-wave interval velocity (grey) calculated from 





















1 Sand 15 18.8 160 7.5 
2 Sand 25 19.5 280 27.5 
3 Sand 45 19.5 390 62.5 
4 Sand 50 19.5 515 110 
5 Sand 155 18.8 600 212.5 
6 Clay 205 19.5 650 392.5 
7 Sand 90 19.5 875 540 
8 Rock  25.8 1452 585 
 
Table 5.3:  Soil Profile data used in EERA calculations. Metadata used in EERA 




Chapter 6 1-D Ground Motion Propagation (EERA) 
To further verify the dynamic site soil profile as well as determine the 
characteristics of seismic wave propagation through the soil profile, observed bedrock 
motions were passed through Equivalent-linear Earthquake site Response Analysis 
(EERA).  EERA is a modern implementation of the equivalent-linear concept of earthquake 
site response analysis, which was previously implemented in the original and subsequent 
versions of SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972; and Idriss and Sun, 1991).  EERA uses a 
simplified geometry, and assumes that the cyclic soil behavior can be simulated using an 
equivalent linear model, which is described in geotechnical earthquake engineering 
literature (Idriss and Seed, 1968; Seed and Idriss, 1970; and Kramer, 1996).  The basic 
assumptions made in EERA are as follows (Bardet et al, 2000): 
• The soil horizons are horizontal and extend infinitely 
• The ground surface is horizontal 
• Each soil unit can be completely defined by the shear modulus, damping 
function, layer thickness, and unit weight. Values are frequency 
independent 
• Nonlinear cyclic behavior is adequately characterized by the linear 
viscoelastic (Voigt) constitutive model and implemented with the 
equivalent linear method 
• The incident earthquake motions are spatially uniform, horizontally 
polarized shear waves that are propagated vertically through the soil column 
The transfer function defines the relationship between the soil properties and the 
amplification factor, written as (Kramer, 1996): 
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  𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔) = 1cos [ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠(1 + 𝑖𝑖𝜉𝜉)] 6.1 
 




), 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 is the critical damping coefficient, k is 
the wavenumber, H is the soil layer thickness, and 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 is the shear-wave velocity of the soil 
layer.  The relationship defined by the transfer function defines the parameters necessary 
in converting input bedrock motion to output soil motion.  A schematic of the transfer 
function is shown in figure 6.1.   
 
 
Figure 6.1: Transfer Function Schematic. Illustration of the transfer function showing 
how it relates the input bedrock motion to the output surface motion. 
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  The nonlinear behavior of a soil system can be approximated using an iterative 
procedure with equivalent linear soil properties.  A known bedrock input motion is 
represented as Fourier series, with each term of the series being multiplied by the transfer 
function to produce the Fourier series of the ground surface motion.  The output motion 
can then be expressed in the time domain through an inverse Fourier transform.  
The one-dimensional ground motion for vertically propagating shear waves used in 









where 𝜌𝜌 is the unit mass in any layer, u is the shear displacement, t is time, 𝜕𝜕 is the shear 
stress and z is the layer thickness.  Assuming the soil stress-strain response is based on a 
Kelvin-Voigt model (i.e. the shear stress is dependent upon the shear strain and its rate) 











where G is the shear modulus, and 𝜂𝜂 is the viscosity.  Given the displacement for harmonic 




 𝑢𝑢(𝜕𝜕, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑈𝑈(𝜕𝜕)𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 6.4 
 
where 𝜔𝜔 is the angular velocity, and U(z) is the displacement, equation 6.3 becomes,   
 
 (𝐺𝐺 + 𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔𝜂𝜂)𝑑𝑑2𝑈𝑈
𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕2
= 𝜌𝜌𝜔𝜔2𝑈𝑈 6.5 
 
with the solution, 
 
 𝑢𝑢(𝜕𝜕, 𝑡𝑡) = (𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘∗𝑧𝑧 + 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘∗𝑧𝑧)𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 6.6 
 
where E and F are amplitudes, and 𝑘𝑘∗ is the complex wavenumber, and the corresponding 
stress 𝜕𝜕(𝜕𝜕, 𝑡𝑡), 
 
 𝜕𝜕(𝜕𝜕, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘∗𝐺𝐺∗(𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘∗𝑧𝑧 − 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘∗𝑧𝑧) 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 6.7 
 
where 𝐺𝐺∗is the complex shear modulus (Bardet et al, 2000). 
The values of shear modulus and damping ratio are determined by iterations so that 
they become consistent with the level of strain induced in each layer.  This procedure, as 
approached by EERA, is as follows:  
 Initialize the values of 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 and 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖(damping ratio) at their small strain values. 
 Compute the ground response, and get the amplitudes of maximum shear strain 
𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 from the time histories of shear strain for each layer. 
 Determine the effective shear strain 𝛾𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 from 𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚: 
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  𝛾𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒′ = 𝑅𝑅𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚′  6.8 
 
where 𝑅𝑅𝛾𝛾 is the ratio of the effective shear strain to maximum shear strain, which 
depends on the earthquake magnitude.  𝑅𝑅𝛾𝛾 is specified in input; it accounts for the 
number of cycles during earthquakes. 𝑅𝑅𝛾𝛾 is the same for all layers. 
 Calculate the new equivalent linear values 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖+1 and 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖+1 corresponding to the 
effective shear strain 𝛾𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. 
 Repeat steps two to four until the differences between the computed values of shear 
modulus and damping ratio in two successive iterations fall below some 
predetermined value in all layers.  Generally eight iterations are sufficient to 
achieve convergence.   
 
Observed bedrock waveforms for each of the five events were passed through EERA 
to produce a predicted surface time history.  As EERA uses shear waves in its algorithm, 
each waveform was trimmed to include only shear wave data.  This was accomplished by 
slicing the corrected and rotated waveform from the peak shear acceleration, to 10% of 
that maximum.  If 10% of the maximum shear acceleration was below the noise, then the 
waveform was sliced from the peak shear acceleration to the first occurrence of the peak 




Chapter 7 Results and Discussion 
7.1 Results 
 The data mined from the KSSMN database were instrument corrected and rotated.  
The comparison between instrument corrected CUSSO data and nearby CERI stations 
HICK and UTMT data yielded a difference in peak ground acceleration of 7.8% and 9.7% 
for a magnitude 4.7 Regional earthquake on 02/28/2011 and a magnitude 6.5 teleseismic 
earthquake on 04/07/2011 respectively.  The three regional and three teleseimsic events 
were used for the two back-calculation methods to determine the bedrock sensor 
components orientation.  The resultant azimuth for the bedrock seismometer and 
accelerometer from the maximum rotation method was 126 degrees while the resultant 
azimuth for the cross-correlation method was 140 degrees for both bedrock instruments.   
 The proposed soil velocity model has an average shear wave velocity of 610 m/s, 
comparable to previous studies as well as the travel time analysis done in this study, 
showing an average velocity of 600 m/s and 607 m/s respectively.  The calculated P-wave 
velocity of 1565 m/s is comparable to the average 1750 m/s calculated by Wang et. al. 
2011, however these data are limited due to the lack of strong P-wave arrivals in the 
observed waveforms. 
 The bedrock waveforms for each event were passed through the EERA algorithm 
to produce predicted surface waveforms.  The predicted peak acceleration for the East and 
North components produced data comparable to the observed peak acceleration for the East 
(23% average difference) and North (21% average difference) components.  For example, 
the M4.7 02/28/2011 event produced peak acceleration of 0.723/0.770 and 0.563/0.743 
cm/s/s for the predicted/observed East and North components respectively.  The peak 
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acceleration for the same event occurred at 1.30 Hz for both the East and North 
components, corresponding to a harmonic (N times the resonance frequency) of the 
calculated resonance frequency of 0.26 Hz.  Example plots for the largest event show the 
East horizontal predicted and observed surface waveforms and Fourier transforms (Figure 






Figure 7.1:  Observed and Predicted Surface Time History and Fourier Transform. East horizontal component for the observed 
and predicted surface time history and Fourier transform from the M4.7 02/28/2011 earthquake.   
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Results from EERA Analysis 
























0.129 0.050 0.770 0.121 0.058  0.098 0.031 0.723 0.166 0.041 
North 
Component 
0.149 0.061 0.743 0.123 0.044  0.120 0.041 0.563 0.123 0.043 
 Predicted Frequency of PGA [Hz]  Observed Frequency of PGA [Hz] 
East 
Component 
0.78 1.56 1.30 7.32 2.16  4.32 3.12 1.30 6.72 2.16 
North 
Component 
0.78 0.78 1.30 7.32 2.16  4.32 3.12 1.30 6.72 2.16 
 




The small variations between CUSSO data, and CERI data (7.8% and 9.7%) show 
that the corrections applied to CUSSO instrumentation are correct, and adequately remove 
the instrument response.  The difference between the two methods of rotation (65%, 13%, 
53%, 10%, and 10% for the 30m, 259m, 512m, bedrock seismometer, and bedrock 
accelerometer sensors respectively) may be associated with the inherent differences in the 
methods.  The maximum peak acceleration method has inherent path and site effect 
problems, while the cross correlation method removes these problems by using a 
wavelength larger than the vertical separation of the bedrock and surface sensors, leading 
to the conclusion that the latter method provides a more precise orientation angle. 
  In order to further validate the proposed dynamic site soil profile, predicted 
surface data output by EERA were compared to the observed surface data through analysis 
of peak acceleration and spectral ratio.  An analysis of the predicted and observed 
acceleration time histories for each event showed an average percent difference in the peak 
ground acceleration (PGA) of 23% and 21% for the East and North components 
respectively (Figure 7.2), with the percent difference between the observed and predicted 
PGA being as much as 64%, and as little as 0.3%.  A part of this error can possibly be 
attributed to the small magnitude of the events analyzed.  Since the majority of the energy 
for weak-motion seismic events is higher in frequency than strong-motion events, the error 
may be slightly skewed by the discrepancy in the lower frequencies (Stein and Wysession, 
2003).  This discrepancy, however, is better visualized in the Fourier domain.  Another 
possible source for the small error could be associated with the assumptions of the 1-D 
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linear modeling.  These small errors in PGA seem to corroborate the accuracy of the 
dynamic site soil profile, however are not validation in and of themselves.   
 
 
Figure 7.2:  Comparison of Peak Ground Accelerations. Peak ground accelerations for 
the predicted and observed horizontal components for each event used in this study.  The 
largest variation in PGA can be seen in the North component of the 02/28/2011 M4.7 
earthquake.     
 
The time histories were then converted to the Fourier domain (frequency) for power 
spectral density and spectral ratio analysis.  The power spectral density of a signal defines 
how the power of a time series is distributed in the frequency domain.  The spectral ratio 
is output of the surface sensor (observed or predicted) and divided by output of the bedrock 
sensor in the frequency domain, and determines the amplification at each frequency, 
making it a direct calculation for the amplification for each specific event.  The three larger 
events (M3.6, M3.8, M4.7) were filtered to a bandpass of 0.1-12 Hz, while the two smaller 
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earthquakes (M2.3, M2.7) were filtered to a bandpass of 1.0-12 Hz to account for the lack 
of meaningful low frequency data in small magnitude events.  Figure 7.3 shows the 
relationship between the predicted and observed spectral ratios for the largest event.  The 
peak and trough form of the signal for the observed and predicted spectral ratio can be 
described through the analysis of the sites resonance frequency and its harmonics.  
Calculated using the equation  
 
 𝑓𝑓0 = 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠4𝜔𝜔 7.1 
 
a resonance frequency of 0.26 Hz can found for CUSSO, with its harmonics calculated 
from the equation.   
 
 𝑓𝑓0 = 𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠4𝜔𝜔  7.2 
 
The peaks in amplification due to these harmonics are almost thirty times greater 
than the average site amplification.  By averaging all five events together, a smoothed 






Figure 7.3:  02/28/2011 M4.7 Spectral Ratio. Spectral ratio for the horizontal components 
from the M4.7 02/28/2011 event, comparing both the predicted and observed data.  A 
strong correlation can be seen between the predicted and observed amplifications, with a 






Figure 7.4:  Averaged Spectral Ratio. Averaged spectral ratio for the horizontal 
components of the both the predicted and observed data for all five events.  A strong 
correlation can be seen between the predicted and observed amplifications. 
 
 
 Analysis of the spectral ratios for each event provided both an observed and 
predicted average amplification factor for the site.  A comparison between the observed 
and predicted amplification for the site provides further validation for the site soil model, 
as it is a direct calculation of the transfer function.  For the bandpass of 0.1-12 Hz, the 
average amplification in the predicted data were 5.16 and 5.21 for the East and North 
components respectively, and the average amplification in the observed data were 6.86 and 
7.03 for the East and North components respectively.  The calculated percent error for these 
data were 24% and 25% for the East and North components.  The amplifications for each 
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event can be seen in Table 7.2.  These percent errors can be accounted for in the 
assumptions associated with EERA modeling.  The shear modulus and shear strain models 
used in EERA are generalized for sands, clays, and rock layers, and cannot account for the 
variance within each layer (i.e. sand lenses, shale streaks, sandy shale, etc.).  These model 
assumptions will compound the error after each layer amplitude is calculated, allowing for 
percent errors of the magnitude shown here.  These small errors values show the accuracy 
of the transfer function within the site soil model, and the validity of the site soil profile as 






 02/17/2011 02/25/2011 02/28/2011 03/07/2011 03/08/2011 
East 
Component 
5.86 5.22 6.05 2.27 6.41 
North 
Component 




7.49 6.45 10.75 3.49 6.14 
North 
Component 
8.74 7.06 8.94 3.25 7.14 
 
Table 7.2:  Amplification Comparison. Values for the predicted and observed average 
amplification for each event. 
 
 
Woolery et al., 2012 states that there is an inherent uncertainty in ground-motion 
site behavior, and shows significant variation (at least an order of magnitude) can be seen 
in relative site response for sites at similar epicentral distances and azimuth, and suggests 
that ground-motion response is best characterized in terms of range, and not as discrete 
values.  The characterization as a range would be beneficial, as it seems that sites behave 
differently based on many factors, including azimuthal effects.   This can be seen when 
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analyzing the observed spectral ratio between events.  For example, the M3.8 and M3.6 
events on 02/17/2011 and 02/25/2011 have a difference of only 0.13 degrees in azimuth 
and 0.97 Km in epicentral distance, however the spectral ratio for each is 8.46 and 5.52 
respectively.  The M2.3 and 2.7 events on 03/07/2011 and 03/08/2011 have a difference in 
3.67 km in epicentral distance and 89 degrees in azimuth, however the spectral ratio for 
each is 3.49 and 6.14 respectively.  These results seem to show that there are indeed 
azimuthal effects on ground-motion site behavior, as well as an inherent uncertainty in that 
behavior, independent of azimuthal and path effects. 
 
 
Chapter 8: Conclusions 
 The Central United States Seismic Observatory is unique in the central and eastern 
United States in that it can directly measure the effects of local site conditions on incoming 
seismic waves.  The location within the soft alluvium of the Mississippi embayment 
provides an excellent method for site effect analysis and comparison to bedrock sites.  In 
order to directly study the effect of local geology in the embayment on incoming seismic 
waves, this project completed three main objectives using five events with magnitudes 
ranging from M2.3 to M4.7. 
Correction of CUSSO data was performed, correcting for instrument response and 
sensor orientation.  The applied instrument corrections were validated through comparison 
to nearby CERI sites, HICK and UTMT.  The difference in PGA between corrected 
CUSSO data and HICK and UTMT data was 7.8% and 9.7% respectively.  These low 
differences corroborate the present instrument response corrections applied to the CUSSO 
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site data.  The two methods of rotation differed by as little as 10%, and as much as 65%.  
The inconsistency between the two methods can be associated with path effect problems 
in the maximum peak acceleration method, which are accounted for by using a wavelength 
larger than the vertical separation of the bedrock and surface sensors in the cross-
correlation method, leading to the conclusion that the latter method provides a more precise 
orientation angle.  The sensor calibrations and rotation corrections preformed on CUSSO 
data allow for the ability to calibrate the site for any future instrument configuration, and 
leads to the possibility for future studies to produce accurate results based on data from 
CUSSO which was limited until this time.   
A dynamic site soil profile for CUSSO was developed and verified, building upon 
previously published results to provide an accurate model for site effect analysis.   Travel 
time velocities obtained for each sensor were compared to previously collected sonic log, 
and refraction velocities.  The upper 250 meters of the soil velocity profile were weighted 
toward the refraction velocities, and corroborated with the travel time velocities, with the 
upper 30 meters of sediment having velocities of 180 and 166 m/s respectively.  Below 250 
meters, the soil velocity profile was a combination sonic log velocities and travel time 
velocities, averaged and compared to the shear-wave velocity for the same interval 
recorded on the sonic log, providing valid soil velocities.  Seven distinct layers were found, 
with an average shear-wave velocity of 610 m/s, which correlates well to the previous 
average bedrock to surface travel time velocity (600 m/s), and the bedrock to surface travel 
time velocity presented in this study (607 m/s). 
The seismic wave propagation for this station was determined using both observed 
and predicted ground motions in order to further validate the site soil model.  The spectral 
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ratio of the surface and bedrock sensors was calculated for CUSSO to determine the 
amplification at the study site.  The site effect analysis for CUSSO showed an average 
amplification for weak motion events of 6.94, with amplifications at resonant harmonics 
reaching up to 100.  However, these amplification values are limited to weak motion 
events, as there were no strong motion events recorded during the necessary time window.  
By comparing the observed and predicted spectral ratios, further verification for the site 
soil model is obtained.  The calculated percent error for observed and predicted spectral 
ratios were 24% and 25% for the East and North components.  With the inherent error in 
the calculation of the predicted spectral ratio (1-D model of a 3-D phenomenon) these small 
percent error further validate the site soil profile, and provide insight into the characteristics 
of seismic wave propagation through the soil profile. 
 The code generated in this study provides a quick and accurate way to apply an 
instrument response correction for any future instrumentation with a response file.  It also 
provides a method of determining the sub-surface sensor orientation and correcting for that 
rotation.  These results provide a basis to define the site effect near the CUSSO borehole 
and provide a benchmark for future studies to compare to.  This analysis illustrates the 
quality of CUSSO data, its ability to analyze site effect, and its viability as a calibration 
site for other regional free field strong-motion stations, as well as provides the ability to 
construct future 3-D ground motion models.   
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APPENDIX A: PYTHON© CODE 
 
Code for Plotting Pre- and Post-rotated Data 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 






#This Python function reads pre-rotated and post-rotated waveforms and plots  







#Load in all necessary modules  
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy import UTCDateTime 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 




#Read data for pre- and post-rotated waveforms 
#Trim waveforms to same window 
#Create a time array for plotting 
st = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 28, 05, 00, 50) 
st[0] = st[0].slice(dt + 20, dt + 220) 
st[1] = st[1].slice(dt + 20, dt + 220) 
st[2] = st[2].slice(dt + 20, dt + 220) 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)  
 
st1 = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_ROTATED.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 28, 05, 00, 50) 
st1[0] = st1[0].slice(dt + 20, dt + 220) 
st1[1] = st1[1].slice(dt + 20, dt + 220) 
st1[2] = st1[2].slice(dt + 20, dt + 220) 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 






#Convert waveforms from m/s/s to cm/s/s 
#Filter each waveform to desired specifications 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.8, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.8, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 





ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Comparison of Pre-and Post-Rotated Data: East/Transverse Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('Pre-Rotation', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 




#ax.legend(('Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('Post Rotation', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t1, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 




#ax.legend(('Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 




Code to determine orientation of sub-surface sensors 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 







#This Python function reads observed surface and bedrock data, as well as  
#predicted surface data. It then filters each waveform, converts them to the 
#frequency domain, averages time histories, creates power spectra, creates  







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy.core import UTCDateTime 
import numpy as np  
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from obspy.signal import cross_correlation as cc 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 
import mpl_toolkits.axisartist as AA 
 
#t = UTCDateTime("2011-03-09T02:57:56.000") 





#Read surface data for predicted and observed waveforms 
#Trim observed waveforms to fit the same time window as the predicted 
#Create a time array for plotting 
 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 4, 7, 13, 14, 54) 
 
st = read("20110407131124/20110407_KSSMN_CUSS_1_HH_.mseed") 
 
st1 = read("20110407131124/20110407_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
 
st2 = read("20110407131124/20110407_KSSMN_CUSS_3_HN_.mseed") 
 
st3 = read("20110407131124/20110407_KSSMN_CUSS_4_HN_.mseed") 
 




st5 = read("20110407131124/20110407_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_.mseed") 
 




#Convert waveforms from m/s/s to cm/s/s 
#Filter each waveform to desired specifications 
for tr in st: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 246, dt + 300) 
for tr in st1: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 246, dt + 300) 
for tr in st2: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 246, dt + 300) 
for tr in st3: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 246, dt + 300) 
for tr in st4: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 246, dt + 300) 
for tr in st5: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 246, dt + 300) 
for tr in st6: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.1, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('linear') 




npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate) 
 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 
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#Create rotation matrix and test for highest correlation 
############################################################################### 
#BB Bedrock 
"""st10 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st20 = [] 
st30 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st6[0].data, st6[1].data, st6[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 










st11 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st21 = [] 
st31 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st2[0].data, st2[1].data, st2[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 










st12 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st22 = [] 
st32 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
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T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st3[0].data, st3[1].data, st3[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 










st13 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st23 = [] 
st33 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st4[0].data, st4[1].data, st4[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 










st14 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st24 = [] 
st34 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st5[0].data, st5[1].data, st5[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 
















st10 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st20 = [] 
st30 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st6[0].data, st6[1].data, st6[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 










st11 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st21 = [] 
st31 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st2[0].data, st2[1].data, st2[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 










st12 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st22 = [] 
st32 = [] 
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for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st3[0].data, st3[1].data, st3[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 











st13 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st23 = [] 
st33 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st4[0].data, st4[1].data, st4[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 











st14 = [[[]],[[]]] 
st24 = [] 
st34 = [] 
for a in range(1,360,1): 
T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(a)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(a))), (0, -np.sin(np.deg2rad(a)), 
np.cos(np.deg2rad(a))))) 
A = np.matrix([st5[0].data, st5[1].data, st5[2].data]) 
z, e, n = np.dot(T, A) 
z = np.array(z).ravel()  
e = np.array(e).ravel() 














"""ax = host_subplot(111, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax.set_title('Surface Wave from 04/07/2011 M6.5 Earthquake', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st3[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [counts]", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Time [s]", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15) 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax.legend(('2011/02/17', '2011/02/25', '2011/02/28', '2011/03/07', '2011/03/08'), loc='upper right', 
fontsize = 25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(111, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('Maximum Acceleration versus Angle', fontsize=25) 
ax1.plot(st30, st10, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Maximum Acceleration [m/s/s]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Angle [deg]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15) 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax.legend(('2011/02/17', '2011/02/25', '2011/02/28', '2011/03/07', '2011/03/08'), loc='upper right', 
fontsize = 25) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-')""" 
 
"""ax2 = host_subplot(413, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
#ax2.set_title('Correlation Coefficient versus Angle', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t2, st4[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Correlation Coefficient", size=20) 
#ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Angle [deg]", size=20) 
#ax2.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15) 
#ax2.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax.legend(('2011/02/17', '2011/02/25', '2011/02/28', '2011/03/07', '2011/03/08'), loc='upper right', 
fontsize = 25) 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(414, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
#ax3.set_title('Correlation Coefficient versus Angle', fontsize=25) 
ax3.plot(t2, st5[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax3.axis["left"].label.set(text="Correlation Coefficient", size=20) 
#ax3.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Angle [deg]", size=20) 
#ax3.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15) 
#ax3.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax.legend(('2011/02/17', '2011/02/25', '2011/02/28', '2011/03/07', '2011/03/08'), loc='upper right', 
fontsize = 25) 
ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
#lt.subplot(2,1,2) 





#plt.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-')""" 
 
"""ax = host_subplot(111, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.title('2011/04/07 M 6.5 Cross Correlation Rotation', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(st30, st20, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Correlation Coefficient", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Angle [deg]", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15) 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-')""" 
 
"""ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax.plot(st30, st20, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.plot(st31, st21, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax2 = host_subplot(513, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.plot(st32, st22, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax3 = host_subplot(514, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(st33, st23, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax4 = host_subplot(515, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax4.plot(st34, st24, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-')""" 
 
"""ax = host_subplot(711, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax.plot(t, st[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax1 = host_subplot(712, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.plot(t1, st1[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax2 = host_subplot(713, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.plot(t1, st2[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax3 = host_subplot(714, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t1, st3[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax4 = host_subplot(715, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax4.plot(t1, st4[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax5 = host_subplot(716, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax5.plot(t1, st5[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
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ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
ax6 = host_subplot(717, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st6[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-')"""  
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Code to Plot and Visualize the signal to Noise Ratio 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 







#This Python function reads surface waveforms for strong S/N and weak S/N and then plots   







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy.core import UTCDateTime 
import numpy as np  
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 




#Read data for strong and weak S/N waveforms 
#Trim waveforms to same window 
#Create a time array for plotting 
st = read("20110307182426/20110307_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 3, 7, 18, 23, 48) 
st[0] = st[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
st[1] = st[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
st[2] = st[2].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)  
 
st1 = read("20110225094901/20110225_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 25, 9, 49, 11) 
st1[0] = st1[0].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
st1[1] = st1[1].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
st1[2] = st1[2].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t1 = np.arange(0, npts1 / samprate1, 1 / samprate1)  
 
st[0].data = st[0].data*100 
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st[1].data = st[1].data*100 
st[2].data = st[2].data*100 
st1[0].data = st1[0].data*100 
st1[1].data = st1[1].data*100 





ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Signal to Noise Ratio Comparison', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('Strong S/N', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st[0].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 




#ax.legend(('Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('Weak S/N', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t1, st1[0].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 




#ax.legend(('Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 




Code to plot CUSSO data and compare it to HICK data 
 
""" 
















#Load in all necessary modules  
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy import UTCDateTime 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 




#Read surface data for predicted and observed waveforms 
#Trim observed waveforms to fit the same time window as the predicted 
#Create a time array for plotting 
#Read in all external corrections for HICK data 
st = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 28, 05, 00, 52) 
st[0] = st[0].slice(dt + 30, dt + 280) 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)  
 
st1 = read("Verification_Data/HICK.HNZ.NM.00") 
t1 = st1[0].stats.starttime 
st1[0] = st1[0].slice(t1 + 55, t1 + 305) 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 
respf = ("Verification_Data/RESP.NM.HICK.00.HNZ") 
seedresp1 = {'filename': respf,  
'date': t1,  
'units' : 'ACC' 
} 
st1[0].simulate(paz_remove = None, seedresp = seedresp1) 
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tr1 = st1[0] 




#Convert waveforms from m/s/s to cm/s/s 
#Filter each waveform to desired specifications 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.8, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
 
for tr in st1: 





#Create a copy of data for future use 
############################################################################### 
#CUSSO 
stp00 = st[0].copy() 
stp01 = st[1].copy() 
stp02 = st[2].copy() 
############################################################################### 
#UTMT 




#Convert from time domain to frequency domain 




dataonly00 = stp00.data 
spec00 = np.fft.fft(dataonly00) 
n = dataonly00.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly01 = stp01.data 
spec01 = np.fft.fft(dataonly01) 
dataonly02 = stp02.data 





dataonly10 = stp10.data 
spec10 = np.fft.fft(dataonly10) 
n1 = dataonly10.size 
timestep = 0.005 







ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Comparison to CERI station HICK: M4.7 02/28/2011', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('CUSSO', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st[0].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [m/s/s]", size=20) 




#ax.legend(('Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('HICK', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t2, st1[0].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
#ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [m/s/s]", size=20) 




#ax.legend(('Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Comparison to CERI station HICK: Fourier Domain', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('CUSSO', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, abs(spec00), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(0.1, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-3, 10**1) 
xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax.legend(('Synthetic', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('HICK', fontsize=25) 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax1.legend(('Synthetic', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
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ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
#fig.savefig('Figures/SYN_FREQ.tif', dpi=72)"""  
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Code to remove instrument response in the accelerometers 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 






#This Python function reads raw .sac files as well as response files to create 
#instrument corrected waveforms which are stored in miniseed format (.mseed) 







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 




#Read raw .sac data 
t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-28T05:00:52.000") 
 
st = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st1 = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st2 = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
npts2 = st2[0].stats.npts 
samprate2 = st2[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st3 = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
npt3 = st3[0].stats.npts 




st4 = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac") 
st4 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
npts4 = st4[0].stats.npts 




#Load all RESP files 
 
seedresp = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C4", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp1 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C5", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp2 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C6", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp3 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C7", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp4 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C8", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp5 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C9", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
seedresp6 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C10", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp7 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C11", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp8 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C12", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 





seedresp9 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C13", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp10 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C14", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp11 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C15", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp12 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C16", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp13 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C17", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp14 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C18", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 





#Apply instrument corrections 
pre_filt = (0.005, 0.006, 30.0, 35.0) 
 
st[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp) 
st[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp1) 
st[2].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp2) 
st1[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp3) 
st1[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp4) 
st1[2].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp5) 
st2[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp6) 
st2[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp7) 
st2[2].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp8) 
st3[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp9) 
st3[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp10) 
st3[2].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp11) 
st4[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp12) 
st4[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp13) 






#Filter data to broad range applicable for both engineering and seismology 
"""for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st4: 









st4.write("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_.mseed", format='mseed')  
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Code to remove instrument response in the seismometers 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 






#This Python function reads raw .sac files as well as response files to create 
#instrument corrected waveforms which are stored in miniseed format (.mseed) 







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 




#Read raw .sac data 
 
t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-28T05:00:52.000") 
 
st = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.C1.sac") 
st += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.C2.sac") 
st += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.C3.sac") 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st1 = read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.C21.sac") 
st1 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.C20.sac") 
st1 += read("EVT_Files/2011059050052.0000.CUSS.C19.sac") 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 
############################################################################### 
############################################################################### 
#Load all RESP files 
 
seedresp = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C1", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 




'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp2 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C3", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp3 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C19", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp4 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C20", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp5 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C21", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 





#Apply instrument corrections 
 
pre_filt = (0.005, 0.006, 30.0, 35.0) 
 
st[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp) 
st[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp1) 
st[2].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp2) 
st1[0].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp3) 
st1[1].simulate(paz_remove=None, pre_filt=pre_filt, seedresp=seedresp4) 











 Code to rotate data, slice to shear wave, and convert .mseed data to .ascii files for use in 
EERA 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 







#This Python function reads corrected .mseed files, rotates them and creates  
#ascii files for a slice containing the shear wave, from the peak acceleration 







#Load in all necessary modules  
 
from obspy.core import read 
import numpy as np  




#Read in data 
st = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_1_HH_.mseed") 
st1 = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
st2 = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_3_HN_.mseed") 
st3 = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_4_HN_.mseed") 
st4 = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_5_HN_.mseed") 
st5 = read("20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_.mseed") 








T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(81)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(81))), (0, -
np.sin(np.deg2rad(81)), np.cos(np.deg2rad(81))))) 
z, e, n = T.dot([st6[0], st6[1], st6[2]]) 
z = np.array(z).ravel() 
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
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n = np.array(n).ravel() 
 








tr_z = Trace(data=z, header=common_header) 
tr_e = Trace(data=e, header=common_header) 
tr_n = Trace(data=n, header=common_header) 
 
tr_z.stats.channel += "Z" 
tr_e.stats.channel += "E" 
tr_n.stats.channel += "N" 
 






T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(143)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(143))), (0, -
np.sin(np.deg2rad(143)), np.cos(np.deg2rad(143))))) 
z, e, n = T.dot([st2[0], st2[1], st2[2]]) 
z = np.array(z).ravel() 
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 
 








tr_z = Trace(data=z, header=common_header) 
tr_e = Trace(data=e, header=common_header) 
tr_n = Trace(data=n, header=common_header) 
 
tr_z.stats.channel += "Z" 
tr_e.stats.channel += "E" 
tr_n.stats.channel += "N" 
 





#259 m  
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T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(24)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(24))), (0, -
np.sin(np.deg2rad(24)), np.cos(np.deg2rad(24))))) 
z, e, n = T.dot([st3[0], st3[1], st3[2]]) 
z = np.array(z).ravel() 
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 
 








tr_z = Trace(data=z, header=common_header) 
tr_e = Trace(data=e, header=common_header) 
tr_n = Trace(data=n, header=common_header) 
 
tr_z.stats.channel += "Z" 
tr_e.stats.channel += "E" 
tr_n.stats.channel += "N" 
 






T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(273)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(273))), (0, -
np.sin(np.deg2rad(273)), np.cos(np.deg2rad(273))))) 
z, e, n = T.dot([st4[0], st4[1], st4[2]]) 
z = np.array(z).ravel() 
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 
 








tr_z = Trace(data=z, header=common_header) 
tr_e = Trace(data=e, header=common_header) 
tr_n = Trace(data=n, header=common_header) 
 
tr_z.stats.channel += "Z" 
tr_e.stats.channel += "E" 
tr_n.stats.channel += "N" 
 








T = np.matrix(((1, 0, 0), (0, np.cos(np.deg2rad(354)), np.sin(np.deg2rad(354))), (0, -
np.sin(np.deg2rad(354)), np.cos(np.deg2rad(354))))) 
z, e, n = T.dot([st5[0], st5[1], st5[2]]) 
z = np.array(z).ravel() 
e = np.array(e).ravel() 
n = np.array(n).ravel() 
 








tr_z = Trace(data=z, header=common_header) 
tr_e = Trace(data=e, header=common_header) 
tr_n = Trace(data=n, header=common_header) 
 
tr_z.stats.channel += "Z" 
tr_e.stats.channel += "E" 
tr_n.stats.channel += "N" 
 







#filter data to proper frequencies 
 
for tr in st10: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st11: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st12: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st13: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
for tr in st14: 









def peaks(data, step): 
data = data.ravel() 
length = len(data) 
if length % step == 0: 
data.shape = (length/step, step) 
else: 
data.resize((length/step, step)) 
max_data = np.maximum.reduce(data,1) 
return np.array(max_data) 
 
def frange(start, end=None, inc=None): 
if end == None: 
end = start + 0.0 
start = 0.0 
else: 
start += 0.0 
if inc == None: 
inc = 1.0 
count = int((end-start)/inc) 
if start + count * inc != end: 
count +=1 
L = [None,]*count 
for i in xrange(count): 
L[i] = start + i * inc 
return L 
 
x = st[0].times() 
dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
 
for tr in st10: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 
noise_xx = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=noise_y/b, max_y_total_trim<=noise_y*b)) 
if noise_xx[0].any(): 
noise_xx1.append(noise_xx[0].item(0)) 
noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
if min_y > noise_y: 
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tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
for tr in st11: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 
noise_xx = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=noise_y/b, max_y_total_trim<=noise_y*b)) 
if noise_xx[0].any(): 
noise_xx1.append(noise_xx[0].item(0)) 
noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
if min_y > noise_y: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
for tr in st12: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 
noise_xx = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=noise_y/b, max_y_total_trim<=noise_y*b)) 
if noise_xx[0].any(): 
noise_xx1.append(noise_xx[0].item(0)) 
noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
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if min_y > noise_y: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
for tr in st13: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 
noise_xx = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=noise_y/b, max_y_total_trim<=noise_y*b)) 
if noise_xx[0].any(): 
noise_xx1.append(noise_xx[0].item(0)) 
noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
if min_y > noise_y: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
for tr in st14: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 





noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
if min_y > noise_y: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
for tr in st: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 
noise_xx = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=noise_y/b, max_y_total_trim<=noise_y*b)) 
if noise_xx[0].any(): 
noise_xx1.append(noise_xx[0].item(0)) 
noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
if min_y > noise_y: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
for tr in st1: 
max_y_total = peaks(tr.data, 200) 
half = max_y_total.size/2 
max_y = max(max_y_total[:half]) 
max_x = max_y_total[:half].argmax() 
min_y = max_y*0.10 
max_x1 = max_x*200  
max_y_total_trim = max_y_total[max_x:] 
min_x = [] 
for a in frange(1.005, 1.2, 0.001): 
arr = np.where(np.logical_and(max_y_total_trim>=min_y/a, max_y_total_trim<=min_y*a)) 
if arr[0].any(): 
min_x.append(arr[0].item(0)) 
min_xx = max(min_x)+max_x 
noise_x0 = x.size*0.83 
noise_x1 = x.size*0.87 
noise_y = max(tr[noise_x0:noise_x1]) 
noise_xx1 = [] 
for b in frange(1.02, 1.05, 0.001): 





noise_x = max(noise_xx1)+max_x 
if min_y > noise_y: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + min_xx) 
else: 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + max_x, dt + noise_x) 
############################################################################### 
############################################################################### 
#Create 2 column array for DEEPSOIL 
 
t = st14[0].times() 
t1 = st14[1].times() 
t2 = st14[2].times() 
 
output = np.column_stack((t, st14[0])) 
output1 = np.column_stack((t1, st14[1])) 




#Save arrays for use in EERA and DEEPSOIL 
np.savetxt("20110228_Z_EERA.csv", st14[0], delimiter=",", fmt="%.8f") 
np.savetxt("20110228_E_EERA.csv", st14[1], delimiter=",", fmt="%.8f") 
np.savetxt("20110228_N_EERA.csv", st14[2], delimiter=",", fmt="%.8f") 
 
np.savetxt("20110228_Z_DEEPSOIL.csv", output, delimiter=",", fmt="%.8f") 
np.savetxt("20110228_E_DEEPSOIL.csv", output1, delimiter=",", fmt="%.8f") 
np.savetxt("20110228_N_DEEPSOIL.csv", output2, delimiter=",", fmt="%.8f")  
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Code to read predicted and observed waveforms and create final plots 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
Created on Mon May 19 16:48:36 2014 
 




#This Python function reads observed surface and bedrock data, as well as  
#predicted surface data. It then filters each waveform, converts them to the 
#frequency domain, averages time histories, creates power spectra, creates  







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 
import numpy as np  
from obspy.core import UTCDateTime 
from obspy.core import ascii 
from obspy.signal.freqattributes import welch 
from obspy.signal.spectral_estimation import welch_window 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 
import mpl_toolkits.axisartist as AA 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import matplotlib.collections as collections 





#Read surface data for predicted and observed waveforms 
#Trim observed waveforms to fit the same time window as the predicted 
#Create a time array for plotting 
st = read("20110217104948/20110217_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 17, 10, 50, 28) 
st[0] = st[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 90) 
st[1] = st[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 90) 
st[2] = st[2].slice(dt + 40, dt + 90) 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st1 = ascii.readTSPAIR('20110217104948/20110217_Z.txt') 
st1 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110217104948/20110217_E.txt') 
st1 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110217104948/20110217_N.txt') 
 
st2 = read("20110225094901/20110225_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 25, 9, 49, 11) 
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st2[0] = st2[0].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
st2[1] = st2[1].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
st2[2] = st2[2].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
npts2 = st2[0].stats.npts 
samprate2 = st2[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st3 = ascii.readTSPAIR('20110225094901/20110225_Z.txt') 
st3 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110225094901/20110225_E.txt') 
st3 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110225094901/20110225_N.txt') 
 
st4 = read("20110228050050/20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 28, 05, 00, 52) 
st4[0] = st4[0].slice(dt + 60, dt + 150) 
st4[1] = st4[1].slice(dt + 60, dt + 150) 
st4[2] = st4[2].slice(dt + 60, dt + 150) 
npts4 = st4[0].stats.npts 
samprate4 = st4[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st5 = ascii.readTSPAIR('20110228050050/20110228_Z.txt') 
st5 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110228050050/20110228_E.txt') 
st5 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110228050050/20110228_N.txt') 
 
st6 = read("20110307182426/20110307_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 3, 7, 18, 23, 48) 
st6[0] = st6[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
st6[1] = st6[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
st6[2] = st6[2].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
npts6 = st6[0].stats.npts 
samprate6 = st6[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st7 = ascii.readTSPAIR('20110307182426/20110307_Z.txt') 
st7 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110307182426/20110307_E.txt') 
st7 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110307182426/20110307_N.txt') 
 
st8 = read("20110308184954/20110308_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 3, 8, 18, 49, 17) 
st8[0] = st8[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 87) 
st8[1] = st8[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 87) 
st8[2] = st8[2].slice(dt + 40, dt + 87) 
npts8 = st8[0].stats.npts 
samprate8 = st8[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
st9 = ascii.readTSPAIR('20110308184954/20110308_Z.txt') 
st9 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110308184954/20110308_E.txt') 
st9 += ascii.readTSPAIR('20110308184954/20110308_N.txt') 
 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate) 
t1 = np.arange(0, npts2 / samprate2, 1 / samprate2) 
t2 = np.arange(0, npts4 / samprate4, 1 / samprate4) 
t3 = np.arange(0, npts6 / samprate6, 1 / samprate6) 





#Read bedrock data for observed waveforms 
#Trim observed waveforms to fit the same time window as the predicted 
st10 = read("20110217104948/20110217_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_ROTATED.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 17, 10, 50, 28) 
st10[0] = st10[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 90) 
st10[1] = st10[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 90) 
st10[2] = st10[2].slice(dt + 40, dt + 90) 
 
st11 = read("20110225094901/20110225_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_ROTATED.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 25, 9, 49, 11) 
st11[0] = st11[0].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
st11[1] = st11[1].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
st11[2] = st11[2].slice(dt + 65, dt + 110) 
 
st12 = read("20110228050050/20110228_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_ROTATED.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 2, 28, 05, 00, 52) 
st12[0] = st12[0].slice(dt + 60, dt + 150) 
st12[1] = st12[1].slice(dt + 60, dt + 150) 
st12[2] = st12[2].slice(dt + 60, dt + 150) 
 
st13 = read("20110307182426/20110307_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_ROTATED.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 3, 7, 18, 23, 48) 
st13[0] = st13[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
st13[1] = st13[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
st13[2] = st13[2].slice(dt + 40, dt + 54) 
 
st14 = read("20110308184954/20110308_KSSMN_CUSS_6_HN_ROTATED.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 3, 8, 18, 49, 17) 
st14[0] = st14[0].slice(dt + 40, dt + 87) 
st14[1] = st14[1].slice(dt + 40, dt + 87) 





#Convert waveforms from m/s/s to cm/s/s 
#Filter each waveform to desired specifications 
#Remove the mean from each waveform 
for tr in st: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st1: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st2: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st3: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 




for tr in st4: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st5: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st6: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=1.0, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st7: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=1.0, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st8: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=1.0, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st9: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=1.0, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st10: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st11: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st12: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st13: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=1.0, freqmax=12, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.detrend('demean') 
for tr in st14: 
tr.data = tr.data*100 






#Create a copy of data for future use 
############################################################################### 
#20110217 
stp00 = st[0].copy() 
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stp01 = st[1].copy() 
stp02 = st[2].copy() 
stp10 = st1[0].copy() 
stp11 = st1[1].copy() 
stp12 = st1[2].copy() 
stb170 = st10[0].copy() 
stb171 = st10[1].copy() 
stb172 = st10[2].copy() 
############################################################################### 
#20110225 
stp20 = st2[0].copy() 
stp21 = st2[1].copy()  
stp22 = st2[2].copy() 
stp30 = st3[0].copy() 
stp31 = st3[1].copy()  
stp32 = st3[2].copy() 
stb250 = st11[0].copy() 
stb251 = st11[1].copy() 
stb252 = st11[2].copy() 
############################################################################### 
#20110228 
stp40 = st4[0].copy() 
stp41 = st4[1].copy()  
stp42 = st4[2].copy() 
stp50 = st5[0].copy() 
stp51 = st5[1].copy()  
stp52 = st5[2].copy() 
stb280 = st12[0].copy() 
stb281 = st12[1].copy() 
stb282 = st12[2].copy() 
############################################################################### 
#20110307 
stp60 = st6[0].copy() 
stp61 = st6[1].copy()  
stp62 = st6[2].copy() 
stp70 = st7[0].copy() 
stp71 = st7[1].copy()  
stp72 = st7[2].copy() 
stb070 = st13[0].copy() 
stb071 = st13[1].copy() 
stb072 = st13[2].copy() 
############################################################################### 
#20110308 
stp80 = st8[0].copy() 
stp81 = st8[1].copy()  
stp82 = st8[2].copy() 
stp90 = st9[0].copy() 
stp91 = st9[1].copy()  
stp92 = st9[2].copy() 
stb080 = st14[0].copy() 
stb081 = st14[1].copy() 







#Convert from time domain to frequency domain 




dataonly00 = stp00.data 
spec00 = np.fft.fft(dataonly00) 
n = dataonly00.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly01 = stp01.data 
spec01 = np.fft.fft(dataonly01) 
dataonly02 = stp02.data 
spec02 = np.fft.fft(dataonly02) 
 
dataonly10 = stp10.data 
spec10 = np.fft.fft(dataonly10) 
n1 = dataonly10.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq1 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonly11 = stp11.data 
spec11 = np.fft.fft(dataonly11) 
dataonly12 = stp12.data 
spec12 = np.fft.fft(dataonly12) 
 
dataonlyb170 = stb170.data 
specb170 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb170) 
n1 = dataonlyb170.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq10 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonlyb171 = stb171.data 
specb171 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb171) 
dataonlyb172 = stb172.data 




dataonly20 = stp20.data 
spec20 = np.fft.fft(dataonly20) 
n2 = dataonly20.size 
timestep2 = 0.005 
freq2 = np.fft.fftfreq(n2, d=timestep2) 
dataonly21 = stp21.data 
spec21 = np.fft.fft(dataonly21) 
dataonly22 = stp22.data 
spec22 = np.fft.fft(dataonly22) 
 
dataonly30 = stp30.data 
spec30 = np.fft.fft(dataonly30) 
n = dataonly30.size 
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timestep = 0.005 
freq3 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly31 = stp31.data 
spec31 = np.fft.fft(dataonly31) 
dataonly32 = stp32.data 
spec32 = np.fft.fft(dataonly32) 
 
dataonlyb250 = stb250.data 
specb250 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb250) 
n1 = dataonlyb250.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq11 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonlyb251 = stb251.data 
specb251 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb251) 
dataonlyb252 = stb252.data 




dataonly40 = stp40.data 
spec40 = np.fft.fft(dataonly40) 
n = dataonly40.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq4 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly41 = stp41.data 
spec41 = np.fft.fft(dataonly41) 
dataonly42 = stp42.data 
spec42 = np.fft.fft(dataonly42) 
 
dataonly50 = stp50.data 
spec50 = np.fft.fft(dataonly50) 
n = dataonly50.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq5 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly51 = stp51.data 
spec51 = np.fft.fft(dataonly51) 
dataonly52 = stp52.data 
spec52 = np.fft.fft(dataonly52) 
 
dataonlyb280 = stb280.data 
specb280 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb280) 
n1 = dataonlyb280.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq12 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonlyb281 = stb281.data 
specb281 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb281) 
dataonlyb282 = stb282.data 




dataonly60 = stp60.data 
spec60 = np.fft.fft(dataonly60) 
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n = dataonly60.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq6 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly61 = stp61.data 
spec61 = np.fft.fft(dataonly61) 
dataonly62 = stp62.data 
spec62 = np.fft.fft(dataonly62) 
 
dataonly70 = stp70.data 
spec70 = np.fft.fft(dataonly70) 
n = dataonly70.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq7 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly71 = stp71.data 
spec71 = np.fft.fft(dataonly71) 
dataonly72 = stp72.data 
spec72 = np.fft.fft(dataonly72) 
 
dataonlyb070 = stb070.data 
specb070 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb070) 
n1 = dataonlyb070.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq13 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonlyb071 = stb071.data 
specb071 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb071) 
dataonlyb072 = stb072.data 




dataonly80 = stp80.data 
spec80 = np.fft.fft(dataonly80) 
n = dataonly80.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq8 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly81 = stp81.data 
spec81 = np.fft.fft(dataonly81) 
dataonly82 = stp82.data 
spec82 = np.fft.fft(dataonly82) 
 
dataonly90 = stp90.data 
spec90 = np.fft.fft(dataonly90) 
n = dataonly90.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq9 = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly91 = stp91.data 
spec91 = np.fft.fft(dataonly91) 
dataonly92 = stp92.data 
spec92 = np.fft.fft(dataonly92) 
 
dataonlyb080 = stb080.data 
specb080 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb080) 
n1 = dataonlyb080.size 
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timestep = 0.005 
freq10 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonlyb081 = stb081.data 
specb081 = np.fft.fft(dataonlyb081) 
dataonlyb082 = stb082.data 









SUMAVG_EERA_0217 = (np.array(st1[1].data) + np.array(st1[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_CUSSO_0217 = (np.array(st[1].data) + np.array(st[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_EERA_FREQ_0217 = (np.array(spec11) + np.array(spec12))/2 




SUMAVG_EERA_0225 = (np.array(st3[1].data) + np.array(st3[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_CUSSO_0225 = (np.array(st2[1].data) + np.array(st2[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_EERA_FREQ_0225 = (np.array(spec31) + np.array(spec32))/2 




SUMAVG_EERA_0228 = (np.array(st5[1].data) + np.array(st5[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_CUSSO_0228 = (np.array(st5[1].data) + np.array(st4[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_EERA_FREQ_0228 = (np.array(spec51) + np.array(spec52))/2 




SUMAVG_EERA_0307 = (np.array(st7[1].data) + np.array(st7[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_CUSSO_0307 = (np.array(st6[1].data) + np.array(st6[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_EERA_FREQ_0307 = (np.array(spec71) + np.array(spec72))/2 




SUMAVG_EERA_0308 = (np.array(st9[1].data) + np.array(st9[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_CUSSO_0308 = (np.array(st8[1].data) + np.array(st8[2].data))/2 
SUMAVG_EERA_FREQ_0308 = (np.array(spec91) + np.array(spec92))/2 











E01 = np.array(st[1]) 
Nfft01 = len(st[1]) 
window01 = welch_window(len(st[1])) 
o_spectrum01 = welch(E01, window01, Nfft01, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E11 = np.array(st1[1]) 
Nfft11 = len(st1[1]) 
window11 = welch_window(len(st1[1])) 
s_spectrum11 = welch(E11, window11, Nfft11, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E02 = np.array(st[2]) 
Nfft02 = len(st[2]) 
window02 = welch_window(len(st[2])) 
o_spectrum02 = welch(E02, window02, Nfft02, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E12 = np.array(st1[2]) 
Nfft12 = len(st1[2]) 
window12 = welch_window(len(st1[2])) 




E21 = np.array(st2[1]) 
Nfft21 = len(st2[1]) 
window21 = welch_window(len(st2[1])) 
o_spectrum21 = welch(E21, window21, Nfft21, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E31 = np.array(st3[1]) 
Nfft31 = len(st3[1]) 
window31 = welch_window(len(st3[1])) 
s_spectrum31 = welch(E31, window31, Nfft31, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E22 = np.array(st2[2]) 
Nfft22 = len(st2[2]) 
window22 = welch_window(len(st2[2])) 
o_spectrum22 = welch(E22, window22, Nfft22, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E32 = np.array(st3[2]) 
Nfft32 = len(st3[2]) 
window32 = welch_window(len(st3[2])) 




E41 = np.array(st4[1]) 
Nfft41 = len(st4[1]) 
window41 = welch_window(len(st4[1])) 
o_spectrum41 = welch(E41, window41, Nfft41, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E51 = np.array(st5[1]) 
Nfft51 = len(st5[1]) 
window51 = welch_window(len(st5[1])) 
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s_spectrum51 = welch(E51, window51, Nfft51, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E42 = np.array(st4[2]) 
Nfft42 = len(st4[2]) 
window42 = welch_window(len(st4[2])) 
o_spectrum42 = welch(E42, window42, Nfft42, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E52 = np.array(st5[2]) 
Nfft52 = len(st5[2]) 
window52 = welch_window(len(st5[2])) 




E61 = np.array(st6[1]) 
Nfft61 = len(st6[1]) 
window61 = welch_window(len(st6[1])) 
o_spectrum61 = welch(E61, window61, Nfft61, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E71 = np.array(st7[1]) 
Nfft71 = len(st7[1]) 
window71 = welch_window(len(st7[1])) 
s_spectrum71 = welch(E71, window71, Nfft71, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E62 = np.array(st6[2]) 
Nfft62 = len(st6[2]) 
window62 = welch_window(len(st6[2])) 
o_spectrum62 = welch(E62, window62, Nfft62, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E72 = np.array(st7[2]) 
Nfft72 = len(st7[2]) 
window72 = welch_window(len(st7[2])) 




E81 = np.array(st8[1]) 
Nfft81 = len(st8[1]) 
window81 = welch_window(len(st8[1])) 
o_spectrum81 = welch(E81, window81, Nfft81, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E91 = np.array(st9[1]) 
Nfft91 = len(st9[1]) 
window91 = welch_window(len(st9[1])) 
s_spectrum91 = welch(E91, window91, Nfft91, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E82 = np.array(st8[2]) 
Nfft82 = len(st8[2]) 
window82 = welch_window(len(st8[2])) 
o_spectrum82 = welch(E82, window82, Nfft82, L=0, over=0.5) 
 
E92 = np.array(st9[2]) 
Nfft92 = len(st9[2]) 
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window92 = welch_window(len(st9[2])) 





#Solve for spectral ratio 
#20110217 
SR_EERA171 = spec11/specb171 
SR_CUSSO171 = spec01/specb171 
SR_EERA172 = spec12/specb172 
SR_CUSSO172 = spec02/specb172 
 
#20110225 
SR_EERA251 = spec31/specb251 
SR_CUSSO251 = spec21/specb251 
SR_EERA252 = spec32/specb252 
SR_CUSSO252 = spec22/specb252 
 
#20110228 
SR_EERA281 = spec51/specb281 
SR_CUSSO281 = spec41/specb281 
SR_EERA282 = spec52/specb282 
SR_CUSSO282 = spec42/specb282 
 
#20110307 
SR_EERA071 = spec71/specb071 
SR_CUSSO071 = spec61/specb071 
SR_EERA072 = spec72/specb072 
SR_CUSSO072 = spec62/specb072 
 
#20110308 
SR_EERA081 = spec91/specb081 
SR_CUSSO081 = spec81/specb081 
SR_EERA082 = spec92/specb082 

















st10 = [] 
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st20 = [] 
for a in range(1,601,1): 
x = np.max(abs(SR_EERA171[a:a+1])) 
x1 = np.max(abs(SR_EERA251[a:a+1])) 
x2 = np.max(abs(SR_EERA281[a:a+1])) 
x3 = np.max(abs(SR_EERA071[a:a+1])) 
x4 = np.max(abs(SR_EERA081[a:a+1])) 
y = np.min(abs(SR_EERA171[a:a+1])) 
y1 = np.min(abs(SR_EERA251[a:a+1])) 
y2 = np.min(abs(SR_EERA281[a:a+1])) 
y3 = np.min(abs(SR_EERA071[a:a+1])) 
y4 = np.min(abs(SR_EERA081[a:a+1])) 
e = np.array([x, x1, x2, x3, x4]) 
f = np.array([y, y1, y2, y3, y4]) 
st10.append(np.max(e)) 
st20.append(np.min(f)) 
st11 = [] 
st21 = [] 
for a in range(1,601,1): 
x = np.max(abs(SR_CUSSO171[a:a+1])) 
x1 = np.max(abs(SR_CUSSO251[a:a+1])) 
x2 = np.max(abs(SR_CUSSO281[a:a+1])) 
x3 = np.max(abs(SR_CUSSO071[a:a+1])) 
x4 = np.max(abs(SR_CUSSO081[a:a+1])) 
y = np.min(abs(SR_CUSSO171[a:a+1])) 
y1 = np.min(abs(SR_CUSSO251[a:a+1])) 
y2 = np.min(abs(SR_CUSSO281[a:a+1])) 
y3 = np.min(abs(SR_CUSSO071[a:a+1])) 
y4 = np.min(abs(SR_CUSSO081[a:a+1])) 
e = np.array([x, x1, x2, x3, x4]) 





#Convert to Decibels 
spec00 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec00)) 
spec01 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec01)) 
spec02 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec02)) 
 
spec10 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec10)) 
spec11 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec11)) 
spec12 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec12)) 
 
spec20 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec20)) 
spec21 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec21)) 
spec22 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec22)) 
 
spec30 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec30)) 
spec31 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec31)) 
spec32 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec32)) 
 
spec40 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec40)) 
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spec41 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec41)) 
spec42 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec42)) 
 
spec50 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec50)) 
spec51 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec51)) 
spec52 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec52)) 
 
spec60 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec60)) 
spec61 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec61)) 
spec62 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec62)) 
 
spec70 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec70)) 
spec71 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec71)) 
spec72 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec72)) 
 
spec80 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec80)) 
spec81 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec81)) 
spec82 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec82)) 
 
spec90 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec90)) 
spec91 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec91)) 
spec92 = 20*np.log10(abs(spec92)) 
 
specb170 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb170)) 
specb171 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb171)) 
specb172 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb172)) 
 
specb250 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb250)) 
specb251 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb251)) 
specb252 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb252)) 
 
specb280 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb280)) 
specb281 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb281)) 
specb282 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb282)) 
 
specb070 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb070)) 
specb071 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb071)) 
specb072 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb072)) 
 
specb080 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb080)) 
specb081 = 20*np.log10(abs(specb081)) 








"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Observed Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
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ax.plot(t, st[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Predicted Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Observed Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, abs(spec01), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
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ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq, abs(spec02), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Predicted Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, abs(spec11), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq, abs(spec12), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Observed Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st10[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 






ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t, st10[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Observed Bedrock (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, abs(specb171), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq, abs(specb172), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Observed Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, o_spectrum01/freq, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 






xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq, o_spectrum02/freq, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0217_O_S_PSD.tif', dpi=72) 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Predicted Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, s_spectrum11/freq, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq, s_spectrum12/freq, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Spectral Ratio', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq, abs(SR_EERA171), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 





xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq, abs(SR_EERA172), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Predicted Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st1[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 










"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Observed Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t1, st2[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 






ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t1, st2[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Predicted Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t1, st3[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t1, st3[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Observed Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq2, abs(spec21), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq2, abs(spec22), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
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ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/125 M 3.6 Predicted Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq3, abs(spec31), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq3, abs(spec32), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Observed Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t1, st11[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t1, st11[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
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ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Observed Bedrock (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq2, abs(specb251), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq2, abs(specb252), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0225_O_B_F.tif', dpi=72) 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Observed Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq2, o_spectrum21/freq2, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
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ax1.loglog(freq2, o_spectrum22/freq2, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0225_O_S_PSD.tif', dpi=72) 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Predicted Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq2, s_spectrum31/freq2, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq2, s_spectrum32/freq2, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 M 3.6 Spectral Ratio', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq2, abs(SR_EERA251), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.loglog(freq2, abs(SR_CUSSO251), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(0.1, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
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ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq2, abs(SR_EERA252), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax1.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 






"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Observed Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t2, st4[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t2, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Predicted Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t2, st5[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 






ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t2, st5[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Observed Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq4, abs(spec41), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq4, abs(spec42), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Predicted Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq4, abs(spec51), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 






xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq4, abs(spec52), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Observed Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t2, st12[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t2, st12[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Observed Bedrock (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq4, abs(specb281), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 








ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq4, abs(specb282), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Observed Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq4, o_spectrum41/freq4, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq4, o_spectrum42/freq4, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0228_O_S_PSD.tif', dpi=72) 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Predicted Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq4, s_spectrum51/freq4, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 






xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq4, s_spectrum52/freq4, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 M 4.7 Spectral Ratio', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq4, abs(SR_EERA281), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.loglog(freq4, abs(SR_CUSSO281), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(0.1, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq4, abs(SR_EERA282), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax1.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 








"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Observed Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t3, st6[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t3, st6[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Predicted Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t3, st7[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t3, st7[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Observed Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq6, abs(spec61), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
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xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq6, abs(spec62), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Predicted Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq6, abs(spec71), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq6, abs(spec72), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
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ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Observed Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t3, st13[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t3, st13[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Observed Bedrock (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq6, abs(specb071), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq6, abs(specb072), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0307_O_B_F.tif', dpi=72) 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Observed Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
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ax.loglog(freq6, o_spectrum61/freq6, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq6, o_spectrum62/freq6, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0307_O_S_PSD.tif', dpi=72) 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Predicted Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq6, s_spectrum71/freq6, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq6, s_spectrum72/freq6, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 






fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/07 M 2.3 Spectral Ratio', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq6, abs(SR_EERA071), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.loglog(freq6, abs(SR_CUSSO071), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(1.0, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq6, abs(SR_EERA072), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax1.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 






"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Observed Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t4, st8[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t4, st8[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 










fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Predicted Surface', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t4, st9[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t4, st9[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 








fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Observed Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8, abs(spec81), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq8, abs(spec82), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 






fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Predicted Surface (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8, abs(spec91), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq8, abs(spec92), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Observed Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t4, st14[1].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t4, st14[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 










fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Observed Bedrock (Frequency)', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8, abs(specb081), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax2.loglog(freq8, abs(specb082), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Decibels [dB]", size=20) 
ax2.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax2.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0308_O_B_F.tif', dpi=72) 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Observed Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8, o_spectrum81/freq8, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq8, o_spectrum82/freq8, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
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ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures1/0308_O_S_PSD.tif', dpi=72) 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Predicted Power Spectral Densities', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8, s_spectrum91/freq8, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 




xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq8, s_spectrum92/freq8, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="PSD [m^2 / Hz]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 





ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/08 M 2.7 Spectral Ratio', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8, abs(SR_EERA081), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.loglog(freq8, abs(SR_CUSSO081), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(1.0, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq8, abs(SR_EERA082), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 






ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax1.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 






"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Averaged Spectral Ratios', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8[1:601], abs(SR_EERA_AVE), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.loglog(freq8[1:601], abs(SR_CUSSO_AVE), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(1.0, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(1.0, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq8[1:601], abs(SR_EERA_AVN), 'r', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax1.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 




fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Averaged Predicted Spectral Ratio', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('East Component', fontsize=25) 
ax.loglog(freq8[1:601], abs(SR_EERA_AVE), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.loglog(freq8[1:601], st10, 'b', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
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ax.loglog(freq8[1:601], st20, 'b', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax.set_xlim(0.1, 12) 
ax.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax.fill_between(freq8[1:601], st20, st10, facecolor='blue', alpha=0.5) 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('North Component', fontsize=25) 
ax1.loglog(freq8[1:601], abs(SR_EERA_AVN), 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.loglog(freq8[1:601], st11, 'b', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.loglog(freq8[1:601], st21, 'b', linewidth=1.0, linestyle="-") 
ax1.set_xlim(0.1, 12) 
ax1.set_ylim(10**-2, 10**4) 
xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax1.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Spectral Ratio", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
ax1.legend(('Predicted', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 




Code to Create Comparison plots between CUSSO and UTMT 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 






#This Python function reads surface data recorded on CUSSO and UTMT and  






#Load in all necessary modules  
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy import UTCDateTime 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 




#Read surface data for synthetic and observed waveforms 
#Trim observed waveforms to fit the same time window as the predicted 
#Create a time array for plotting 
st = read("20110407_KSSMN_CUSS_2_HN_.mseed") 
dt = UTCDateTime(2011, 4, 7, 13, 14, 54) 
st[0] = st[0].slice(dt + 30, dt + 384) 
st[1] = st[1].slice(dt + 30, dt + 384) 
st[2] = st[2].slice(dt + 30, dt + 384) 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)  
 
 
st1 = read("Verification_data/NM_20110407.seed_UTMT__HN_Z_SAC") 
st1 += read("Verification_data/NM_20110407.seed_UTMT__HN_E_SAC") 
st1 += read("Verification_data/NM_20110407.seed_UTMT__HN_N_SAC") 
t1 = st1[0].stats.starttime 
st1[0] = st1[0].slice(t1 + 20, t1 + 435) 
st1[1] = st1[1].slice(t1 + 20, t1 + 435) 
st1[2] = st1[2].slice(t1 + 20, t1 + 435) 
npts1 = st1[0].stats.npts 
samprate1 = st1[0].stats.sampling_rate 
 
seedresp = {'filename': "Verification_data/RESP.NM.UTMT.01.HNZ",  
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'date': t1,  
'units' : 'ACC' 
} 
seedresp1 = {'filename': "Verification_data/RESP.NM.UTMT.01.HNE",  
'date': t1,  
'units' : 'ACC' 
} 
seedresp2 = {'filename': "Verification_data/RESP.NM.UTMT.01.HNN",  
'date': t1,  
'units' : 'ACC' 
} 
st1[0].simulate(paz_remove = None, seedresp = seedresp) 
st1[1].simulate(paz_remove = None, seedresp = seedresp1) 
st1[2].simulate(paz_remove = None, seedresp = seedresp2) 




#Convert waveforms from m/s/s to cm/s/s 
#Filter each waveform to desired specifications 
#Remove the mean from each waveform 
for tr in st1: 
tr.detrend('linear') 
tr.taper('cosine') 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.25, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.02, freqmax=0.08, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
#tr.data=tr.data/2 
for tr in st: 
#tr.filter('lowpass', freq=0.25, corners=2, zerophase=True) 






#Create a copy of data for future use 
############################################################################### 
#CUSSO 
stp00 = st[0].copy() 
stp01 = st[1].copy() 
stp02 = st[2].copy() 
############################################################################### 
#UTMT 
stp10 = st1[0].copy() 
stp11 = st1[1].copy()  




#Convert from time domain to frequency domain 






dataonly00 = stp00.data 
spec00 = np.fft.fft(dataonly00) 
n = dataonly00.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq = np.fft.fftfreq(n, d=timestep) 
dataonly01 = stp01.data 
spec01 = np.fft.fft(dataonly01) 
dataonly02 = stp02.data 





dataonly10 = stp10.data 
spec10 = np.fft.fft(dataonly10) 
n1 = dataonly10.size 
timestep = 0.005 
freq1 = np.fft.fftfreq(n1, d=timestep) 
dataonly11 = stp11.data 
spec11 = np.fft.fft(dataonly11) 
dataonly12 = stp12.data 
spec12 = np.fft.fft(dataonly12)""" 
 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Comparison to CERI station UTMT: Time Domain', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('CUSSO', fontsize=25) 
ax.plot(t, st[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax2.set_title('UTMT', fontsize=25) 
ax2.plot(t2, st1[1], 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 
ax2.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [m/s/s]", size=20) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
#fig.savefig('Figures/0308_PvO_A.tif', dpi=72) 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(211, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('Comparison to CERI station UTMT: Fourier Domain', fontsize=25) 
ax.set_title('CUSSO', fontsize=25) 





xticks = np.arange(0.1, 13, 1.0) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticks(xticks) 
ax.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 
ax.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax.legend(('Synthetic', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax1 = host_subplot(212, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax1.set_title('UTMT', fontsize=25) 




ax1.xaxis.set_ticklabels(['%1.1f' % i for i in xticks]) 
ax1.axis["left"].label.set(text="Acceleration [cm/s/s]", size=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].label.set(text="Frequency [Hz]", size=20, pad=20) 
ax1.axis["bottom"].major_ticklabels.set( size=15, rotation="vertical") 
ax1.axis["left"].major_ticklabels.set(size=15) 
#ax1.legend(('Synthetic', 'Observed'), loc='upper right', fontsize=25) 
ax1.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
#fig.savefig('Figures/SYN_FREQ.tif', dpi=72)"""  
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Code for Plotting corrected strong motion data 
 
 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 







#This Python function reads raw .sac files as well as response files to create 
#instrument corrected waveforms which are stored in miniseed format (.mseed) 
#for ease of use in ObsPy. It then Creates a plot showing corrected data for  







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy.core import UTCDateTime 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 
import mpl_toolkits.axisartist as AA 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 









#Read raw .sac data 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-17T10:50:28.000") 
 
st = read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 




st3 = read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110217104948/EVT_Files/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-18T05:00:30.000") 
 
st = read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110218044950/EVT_Files/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-19T23:05:14.000") 
 
st = read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110219230458/EVT_Files/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 




st = read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110220151500/EVT_Files/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-23T15:28:01.000") 
 
st = read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110223152721/EVT_Files/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-24T00:24:54.000") 
 
st = read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




st2 = read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110224002425/EVT_Files/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-24T07:36:04.000") 
 
st = read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110224173524/EVT_Files/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-25T09:49:11.000") 
 
st = read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
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st4 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110225094901/EVT_Files/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-28T08:46:52.000") 
 
st = read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110228084611/EVT_Files/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-03-01T10:57:01.000") 
 
st = read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110301105620/EVT_Files/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-03-03T15:55:30.000") 
 
st = read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 




st1 = read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110303153149/EVT_Files/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-04-08T03:28:38.000") 
 
st = read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110408032754/EVT_Files/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-04-08T14:56:39.000") 
 
st = read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
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st3 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 
st4 += read("20110408145632/EVT_Files/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch15.sac")""" 
 
t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-04-08T16:47:01.000") 
 
st = read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch06.sac") 
 
st2 = read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch07.sac") 
st2 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch08.sac") 
st2 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch09.sac") 
 
st3 = read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch10.sac") 
st3 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch11.sac") 
st3 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch12.sac") 
 
st4 = read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch13.sac") 
st4 += read("20110408164619/EVT_Files/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch14.sac") 




#Load all RESP files 
 
seedresp = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C4", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp1 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C5", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp2 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C6", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp3 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C7", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 





seedresp4 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C8", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp5 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C9", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp6 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C10", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp7 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C11", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp8 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C12", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp9 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C13", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp10 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C14", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp11 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C15", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp12 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C16", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp13 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C17", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'ACC' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp14 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C18", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 



























#Filter data to broad range applicable for both engineering and seismology 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
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tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 




npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
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for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
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samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st2: 
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tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
t = np.arange(0, npts / samprate, 1 / samprate)""" 
 
dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st2: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st3: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st4: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 
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"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', 
fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 











"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/18 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/0218_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/19 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 






ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 








"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/20 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
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ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/0220_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/23 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 






ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/0223_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/24 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/022400_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
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ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/24 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/022417_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 






ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/0225_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/28 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 






ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/022808_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/01 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
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ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/0301_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/03/03 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/0303_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/04/08 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
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ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/040803_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/04/08 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
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ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax6.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
fig.savefig('Figures/040814_Corr.tif', dpi=72)""" 
 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/04/08 Corrected Waveforms: Strong Motion Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 






ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st4[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 









Code for Plotting corrected broadband data 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 







#This Python function reads raw .sac files as well as response files to create 
#instrument corrected waveforms which are stored in miniseed format (.mseed) 
#for ease of use in ObsPy. It then Creates a plot showing corrected data for  







#Load in all necessary modules  
from obspy.core import read 
from obspy.core import UTCDateTime 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import host_subplot 
import mpl_toolkits.axisartist as AA 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 








"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-17T10:50:28.000") 
 
st = read("20110217104948/Broadband/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110217104948/Broadband/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110217104948/Broadband/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110217104948/Broadband/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110217104948/Broadband/2011048105028.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-18T05:00:30.000") 
 
st = read("20110218044950/Broadband/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110218044950/Broadband/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 




st1 = read("20110218044950/Broadband/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110218044950/Broadband/2011049050030.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-19T23:05:14.000") 
 
st = read("20110219230458/Broadband/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110219230458/Broadband/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110219230458/Broadband/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110219230458/Broadband/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110219230458/Broadband/2011050230514.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-20T15:15:42.000") 
 
st = read("20110220151500/Broadband/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110220151500/Broadband/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110220151500/Broadband/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110220151500/Broadband/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110220151500/Broadband/2011051151542.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-23T15:28:01.000") 
 
st = read("20110223152721/Broadband/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110223152721/Broadband/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110223152721/Broadband/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110223152721/Broadband/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110223152721/Broadband/2011054152801.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-24T00:24:54.000") 
 
st = read("20110224002425/Broadband/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110224002425/Broadband/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110224002425/Broadband/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110224002425/Broadband/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110224002425/Broadband/2011055002454.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 






"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-24T07:36:04.000") 
 
st = read("20110224173524/Broadband/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110224173524/Broadband/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110224173524/Broadband/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110224173524/Broadband/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110224173524/Broadband/2011055073604.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-25T09:49:11.000") 
 
st = read("20110225094901/Broadband/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110225094901/Broadband/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110225094901/Broadband/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110225094901/Broadband/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110225094901/Broadband/2011056094911.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-02-28T08:46:52.000") 
 
st = read("20110228084611/Broadband/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110228084611/Broadband/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110228084611/Broadband/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110228084611/Broadband/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110228084611/Broadband/2011059084652.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-03-01T10:57:01.000") 
 
st = read("20110301105620/Broadband/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110301105620/Broadband/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110301105620/Broadband/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110301105620/Broadband/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110301105620/Broadband/2011060105701.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-03-03T15:55:30.000") 
 
st = read("20110303153149/Broadband/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110303153149/Broadband/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
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st += read("20110303153149/Broadband/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110303153149/Broadband/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110303153149/Broadband/2011062155530.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-04-08T03:28:38.000") 
 
st = read("20110408032754/Broadband/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110408032754/Broadband/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110408032754/Broadband/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110408032754/Broadband/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408032754/Broadband/2011098032838.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




"""t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-04-08T14:56:39.000") 
 
st = read("20110408145632/Broadband/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110408145632/Broadband/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110408145632/Broadband/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110408145632/Broadband/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408145632/Broadband/2011098145639.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




t2 = UTCDateTime("2011-04-08T16:47:01.000") 
 
st = read("20110408164619/Broadband/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch01.sac") 
st += read("20110408164619/Broadband/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch02.sac") 
st += read("20110408164619/Broadband/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch03.sac") 
 
st1 = read("20110408164619/Broadband/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch04.sac") 
st1 += read("20110408164619/Broadband/2011098164701.0000.CUSS.ch05.sac") 




#Load all RESP files 
 
seedresp = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C1", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 




'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp2 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C3", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp3 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C19", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp4 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C20", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 
'units': 'VEL' # Units to return response in ('DIS', 'VEL' or ACC) 
} 
 
seedresp5 = {'filename': "RESP_Files/RESP.KY.CUSSO..C21", # RESP filename 
'date': t2, 



















"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 25, dt + 185) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 






"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 160) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 170) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 






"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 260) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 600) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 




npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 140) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 240) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




"""dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
for tr in st1: 
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tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 200) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 




dt = st[0].stats.starttime 
for tr in st: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
for tr in st1: 
tr.filter('bandpass', freqmin=0.1, freqmax=19, corners=2, zerophase=True) 
tr.data = tr.slice(dt + 30, dt + 100) 
 
npts = st[0].stats.npts 
samprate = st[0].stats.sampling_rate 







"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/17 M 3.8 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
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ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 









"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/18 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 











"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/19 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 









"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
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ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/20 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 









"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/23 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 






ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 




ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax4 = host_subplot(614, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax4.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax5 = host_subplot(615, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax5.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax6 = host_subplot(616, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax6.plot(t, st1[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 









"""fig = plt.figure(figsize=(19.8, 10.8)) 
ax = host_subplot(611, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
plt.suptitle('2011/02/24 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 




ax.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax2 = host_subplot(612, axes_class=AA.Axes) 




ax2.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
ax3 = host_subplot(613, axes_class=AA.Axes) 
ax3.plot(t, st[2].data, 'k', linewidth=2.0, linestyle="-") 






ax3.grid(b=True, which='major', color='k', linestyle='-') 
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plt.suptitle('2011/02/25 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
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plt.suptitle('2011/03/01 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
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plt.suptitle('2011/03/03 Corrected Waveforms: Broadband Surface and Bedrock', fontsize=25) 
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Figure B.1:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component time history for 





Figure B.2:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.3:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Observed Surface. Horizontal component time history for 





Figure B.4:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Observed Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 











Figure B.6:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component time history for 





Figure B.7:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.8:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Predicted Power Spectral Densities. Power spectral 





Figure B.9:  2011/02/17 M3.8 Spectral Ratio. Spectral Ratio for the horizontal 





Figure B.10:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.11:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.12:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Observed Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.13:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Observed Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.14:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Power Spectral Density. Power Spectral Density for the 





Figure B.15:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.16:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.17:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Power Spectral Density. Power Spectral Density for the 





Figure B.18:  2011/02/25 M3.6 Spectral Ratio. Spectral Ratio for the horizontal 





Figure B.19:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.20:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.21:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Observed Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.22:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Observed Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.23:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Power Spectral Density. Power Spectral Density for the 





Figure B.24:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.25:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.26:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Power Spectral Density. Power spectral densities for the 





Figure B.27:  2011/02/28 M4.7 Spectral Ratio. Spectral ratio for the predicted and 





Figure B.28:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.29:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.30:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Observed Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.31:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Observed Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.32:  2011/03/07 M2.3 power Spectral Density. Power spectral density for the 





Figure B.33:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.34:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.35:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Power Spectral Density. Power spectral densities for the 





Figure B.36:  2011/03/07 M2.3 Spectral Ratio. Spectral ratio for the predicted and 





Figure B.37:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.38:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Observed Bedrock. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.39:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Observed Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.40:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Observed Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.41:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Power Spectral Density. Power spectral density for the 





Figure B.41:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component time history 





Figure B.42:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Predicted Surface. Horizontal component Fourier 





Figure B.43:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Power Spectral Density. Power Spectral Density for the 





Figure B.44:  2011/03/08 M2.7 Spectral Ratio. Spectral ratio for the observed and 





Figure B.45:  2011/02/17 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.46:  2011/02/18 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.47:  2011/02/19 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 




 Figure B.48:  2011/02/20 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.49:  2011/02/23 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.50:  2011/02/24 Corrected Data: Event 1. Strong motion surface and bedrock 





Figure B.51:  2011/02/24 Corrected Data: Event 2. Strong motion surface and bedrock 





Figure B.52:  2011/02/25 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.53:  2011/02/28 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.54:  2011/03/01 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.55:  2011/03/03 Corrected Data. Strong motion surface and bedrock corrected 





Figure B.56:  2011/04/08 Corrected Data: Event 1. Strong motion surface and bedrock 





Figure B.57:  2011/04/08 Corrected Data: Event 2. Strong motion surface and bedrock 




Figure B.58:  2011/02/17 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.59:  2011/02/18 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.60:  2011/02/19 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 




 Figure B.61:  2011/02/20 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.62:  2011/02/23 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.63:  2011/02/24 Corrected Data: Event 1. Broadband surface and bedrock 





Figure B.64:  2011/02/24 Corrected Data: Event 2. Broadband surface and bedrock 





Figure B.65:  2011/02/25 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.66:  2011/02/28 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.67:  2011/03/01 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.68:  2011/03/03 Corrected Data. Broadband surface and bedrock corrected data 





Figure B.69:  2011/04/08 Corrected Data: Event 1. Broadband surface and bedrock 





Figure B.70:  2011/04/08 Corrected Data: Event 2. Broadband surface and bedrock 




Appendix C: Mislabeled Sensor Correction 
 
From inspection, the North and East horizontal components from the surface 
accelerometer were found to be switched at the recorder.  Inspection of both the p- and s-
waves on the horizontal components for both the seismometer and the accelerometer 
clearly show the senors are mislabeled (Figure C1).  Further analysis of the horizontal 
components of the surface and bedrock seismometers and accelerometers showed that the 




 Figure C1:  Mislabeled Surface Sensor. Horizontal component time history from the 
CUSSO surface sensors for the event on 03/07/2011.  Analysis of the peak ground 
acceleration for both the p- and s-waves between the surface seismometer and 




Appendix D: Synthetic Waveform Analysis 
D.1 Synthetic Waveforms 
To expand this studies usefulness to sites with no bedrock sensors, synthetic 
waveforms were created using parameters of the largest observed earthquake (2011/02/28 
Mw4.7).  The synthetic waveforms were created using Robert Herrmann’s Computer 
Programs in Seismology© (CPS).  This seismological toolbox has the ability to interpret 
seismic wave propagation in the crust and upper mantle of the Earth and thus model this 
propagation based on a set of initial parameters.  The output is a synthetic waveform with 
properties similar to the observed data used in the initial parameters.   
 To begin the creation of the synthetics, two files were required, a distance file and 
an Earth model file.  The distance file contains information about the source to receiver 
distance, the desired sampling interval, and the number of samples.  The earth model file 
contains information regarding the type of Earth to be modeled.  This includes isotropic 
versus anisotropic, model units, flat Earth versus spherical Earth, the nature of model 
boundaries (1-D, 2-D, 3-D), as well as layer properties.  The specifics on the creation of 
these files can be found in the CPS© handbook (Herrman, 2013).  Once these files are 
created, they are input into the algorithms used to create the synthetic waveforms.  While 
there are many methods for seismogram synthesis, this study uses the wavenumber 
integration method for generation of synthetic seismograms due to its completeness.  There 
are five main steps to the wavenumber integration method (Herrmann, 2002): 
• Generate the data file for use by the wavenumber integration programs.  This step 
will read the Earth model and distance files, accept source and receiver depths from 




• Determine how much of the wavefield is used at the source and the receiver.  Useful 
to include downward waves at the receiver as the surface we are modeling is not a 
free surface. 
• Create the Green’s function for the synthetic and determine the output units 
(displacement, velocity, acceleration). 
• Convert the Green’s functions into a three component time history for a particular 
source mechanism. 
• Plot the time history and save it as a .SAC binary file for use in ObsPy. 
The initial parameters used to create the synthetic can be found in Table D.1, and the values 




Input Parameters for Synthetic Waveform Generation 
Earth Model 
File Inputs 
Distance File Inputs Command Line Inputs 
Isotropic 
Material 
Distance 306.9 km Source Depth 4 km 
1-D Earth Sample Rate 0.005 Reciever Depth 0.585 km 
Flat Earth # of Samples 10000 Pulse Type Ohnaka 
Constant 
Velocity 
  Dip 75 
   Strike 299 
   Rake 9 




   Azimuth 61.35 
   Back Azimuth 243.1 
 
Table D.1:  Input Parameters for Synthetic Waveform Generation. Input parameters 
necessary to generate waveforms with the same parameters as the 02/28/2011 M4.7 
Arkansas earthquake using wavenumber integration 
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Qp Qs ETAP ETAS FREFP FREFS 
20.0 5.8000 3.4600 2.7200 310 150 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
15.0 6.5000 3.8500 2.9200 814 400 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
42.5 8.0425 4.4850 3.3356 783 343 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
42.5 8.0475 4.4950 3.3584 555 240 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
45.0 8.1123 4.5054 3.3990 117 76.3 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
45.0 8.2374 4.5137 3.3477 122 77.9 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
50.0 8.3905 4.5634 3.3453 213 135 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
50.0 8.5726 4.6525 3.3386 218 138 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
 
 




Figure D.1:  Dynamic Earth Model.  Visualization of the dynamic earth model p-wave 




D.2 Synthetic Waveform Results 
The metadata for the M4.7 02/28/2011 event were input into the CPS program to 
create synthetic bedrock time histories containing the same source parameters.  The 
synthetic bedrock time histories had a peak ground acceleration of 0.185 and 0.094 cm/s/s 
for the East and North components respectively.  The PGA occurred at 1.30 Hz for both 
the East and North components.  The time histories and Fourier transforms can be seen in 






Figure D.2:  Synthetic Bedrock Time History. Horizontal components for the synthetic 




 Figure D.3:  Synthetic Bedrock Fourier Transform. Fourier transform for the horizontal 
components of the synthetic bedrock waveform modeled using the M4.7 02/28/2011 






The synthetic bedrock waveforms created in CPS© were passed through EERA 
using the site soil profile and the same parameters used in the analysis of the observed 
waveforms.  They were then compared to observed surface data in ObsPy using the spectral 
ratio.  Analysis of the spectral ratios provided both an observed and predicted synthetic 
amplification factor for the site (Figure D.4).  For the bandpass of 0.1-12 Hz, the 
amplification in the predicted synthetic data were 3.23 and 4.18 for the East and North 
components respectively, and the amplification in the observed data were 8.17 and 7.27 for 
the East and North components respectively.  The calculated percent error for these data 
were 60% and 43% for the East and North components.  While these percent error are high, 
there seems to be a pattern in which the predicted synthetic data underestimates the actual 
observed data amplification by approximately 50%.  However, in order to validate such a 
pattern, more data are necessary to saturate the averages.  If the predicted synthetic data is 
compared to the average observed amplification (3.69 and 3.88 for the East and North 
components respectively) however, the associated percent error are reduced to 12% and 
8% for the East and North components respectively.  The high percent error calculated 
from the predicted synthetic data and the observed data could be related to the difference 
in source parameters.  While the observed data are based on a compound fault rupture 
characterized by strain and material properties, the synthetic data are based on a pulse 
function generated through an algorithm derived from observed data.  These initial data are 
promising, however future work is necessary to validate these results using an increased 




 Figure D.4:  Spectral Ratio for the Synthetic Waveforms. Spectral ratio for the 
horizontal components of the both the predicted synthetic and observed data.  A strong 
correlation can be seen between the predicted and observed amplifications, as well as the 
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